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Changing work styles are a 
common theme of today’s 
workplace, with employees 
working longer hours and 
technology developing with 
each generation that joins the 
workforce. At InteriorsTeam we 
help businesses adapt to and 
reflect these changes, providing 
interior solutions that are flexible, 
maximise efficiency and create 
motivating environments. 

Our national team of Interiors 
Consultants have 240 years 
combined industry experience, 
so you can benefit from expert 
advice. Using a considered 
approach, our specialists will 
thoroughly understand your 
need, space and budget before 
recommending the most effective 
solution for your environment. 

We have established relationships 
with major manufacturers yet 
remain independent, ensuring 
you receive objective advice and 
competitive pricing. We are on 
hand to oversee your project 
locally and offer nationwide 
delivery and installation. 

So whether your business 
location requires re-planning 
to enable agile working, a 
full refurbishment, a move 
management solution or even 
additional storage, we can help.  

INTERIOR SOLUTIONS  
FOR TODAY’S WORKPLACE.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

From the initial stages of design through to 
installation, we offer the complete management 

solution from a specialist based locally to you.

DESIGN & PLANNING

We can maximise the potential of your office 
providing multiple layout and product options  

within your budget. We will then arrange showroom 
visits to discuss and view the proposed furniture.  

The final solution will be tailored to meet your exact 
requirements and provide the best 

 value for your needs.

We use the latest CAD techniques to provide our 
clients with accurate, detailed floor plans and layouts 
- giving you the opportunity of arranging the office 

in the most cost efficient way.

FIT-OUT & REFURBISHMENT

We provide a complete fit-out service from project 
planning and design through to installation and 

compliance. Initially your dedicated project manager 
will work with you to establish and understand your 
requirements, priorities and budget. Once agreed, 
we will organise everything from the construction 
of internal walls, partitions and suspended ceilings, 

cabling, computer networks through to heating  
and ventilation. 

Expert: It is my job to ensure you 
get the right information to make 
an informed choice 

Reliable: I will do what I say I 
will do, reliably, consistently and 
ethically

Professional: I work diligently 
to give customers exceptional 
service and strive to deliver the 
highest standards

Dedicated: I value your business 
and will do my utmost to exceed 
expectations

Positive: I’m part of a company 
full of people committed to 
providing genuine customer 
satisfaction

Passionate: I will deliver the UK’s 
most exciting portfolio of interiors 
services and products

UK DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORK

Customer Service & 
Distribution Centre

Distribution Centres

OFFICETEAM GROUP 

FURNITURE DESIGN

Our specialist team are familiar with the full range 
of furniture within our portfolio, however if your 

requirement is for something special or out of the 
ordinary we can design, build and supply products to 
your requirement to complement both your existing 

or new environment.

AFTER SALES

With our dedicated Customer Service Team, we want 
to ensure that you are well looked after,  

even after installation. 

Our experienced Team provides  
an after sales service to assist with all enquiries.

FURNITURE RECYCLING

InteriorsTeam can assist in the ethical disposal of 
your unwanted furniture by either removal to a 

dedicated recycling centre, or donation to charities 
and other good causes for future use.

ESTABLISHED

InteriorsTeam is part of OfficeTeam, 
one of the UK’s leading business 
supply companies. Founded in 
1881 as Oyez, the Group has grown 
through structured acquisitions of 
complementary specialist businesses. 
Today our expert teams operate under 
specialist brands, while as a Group 
we lead the market by providing 
customers with the most extensive 
portfolio of business services.

FINANCIAL SECURITY

OfficeTeam are the UK’s 3rd 
largest business supplies company 
with a turnover of £140m and 
12,000 customers. Privately held, 
management own 40% of the share 
holding with VC backing through 
Better Capital. We are an agile, 
fast moving organisation, proud of 
our heritage and always looking to 
the future. We offer customers the 
advantages of our financial buying 
power and security.   

SINGLE SOURCE 
SUPPLIER

With nine business sectors OfficeTeam 
has everything your organisation 
needs in one place, and we’re 
refreshingly energetic in our mission 
to reduce the money and time your 
business spends procuring office 
products and services.  

Our sectors include; interiors, print 
management, office supplies, 
workplace, work wear, legal products, 
managed print services, data archive 
and supply chain management.  

NATIONAL LOGISTICS

InteriorsTeam offer a national delivery 
and installation service. We operate 
6 furniture distribution centres and 
a fleet of 20 vehicles with 40 fully 
trained fitters.

Our stocked furniture centres enable 
us to be exceptionally responsive to 
customer needs.  
They also make us ideal for multi-site 
businesses – we can deliver a chair 
to London, a desk to Cardiff and a 
cupboard to Edinburgh all on the 
same day.

SERVICES

InteriorsTeam are the sixth largest office furniture distributor in the 
UK with a £13m turnover and 40 dedicated interiors staff. We offer a 
comprehensive range of interiors services from full refurbishments to 
reconfiguration, so we can tailor the right solution for your business 
and manage the whole process for you. 

NATIONAL DELIVERY.
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WORKPLACE DESIGN 

We will work with you from initial conception through to final delivery 
and installation, providing full presentation and space planning & design 
support throughout the project.

The modern business environment means your workforce is more flexible 
and fluid than ever before; for many organisations it’s common for just 80% 
of staff to be at the business premises at any one time.

With this in mind we’ll maximise the potential of your working space, 
providing multiple layout and product options within your stated budget. 
We will also take into account the generational range of your workforce 
and the different ways people like to work; from conventional meeting 
room environments to soft break-out areas.

Our in-house CAD capability means you’ll see a virtual picture of the layout 
including everything from electrical points to windows and doors, bringing 
your project to life.

SOUTHERN EASTERN RAILWAYS

OfficeTeam is pleased to announce 
the successful completion of a 
£200k project for the Interiors 
Division with South Eastern 
Railways. The project involved 
building bespoke desks for their 
control room, which handles vast 
amounts of data every day. The 
desks had to support as many as 
eight monitors to allow operators to 

BESPOKE DESK-BUILD

manage trains and buses across the 
entire South Eastern Network.

 The project was highly 
specialised, with each and every 
desk requiring a custom design. 
Four manufacturers were included 
in the tender. OfficeTeam partnered 
with Lund Halsey and together 
we were selected on the strength 
of our price offering. We asked 

IF YOU’RE AN ORGANISATION HANDLING LARGE FLOWS OF DATA, CONTACT US 
TODAY TO SEE HOW OUR INTERIORS CONSULTANTS CAN OPTIMISE YOUR OFFICE. 

Lund Halsey to design a prototype 
with different requirements to the 
specification that better served 
South Eastern’s requirements. They 
were delighted with the prototype 
and ordered 40. The desks were 
successfully installed over the last 
weekend of September, ready to 
use just in time for the start of the 
railway’s autumn season.

SOUTHERN EASTERN RAILWAYS
OFFICE FLOOR PLAN

“OUR AIM IS TO TAKE YOUR BRIEF AND CREATE THE PERFECT 
WORKING SOLUTION FOR YOUR OFFICE ENVIRONMENT”
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END-TO-END INSTALLATION 
PROJECT 
Used to working in cellular offices, the organisation was looking 
for a more open plan approach, including a general seating area, 
meeting room facilities, collaborative areas throughout the building, 
as well as a restaurant and an executive floor. 

InteriorsTeam project managed the fit-out in its entirety and, as 
the main contractor for the project, we provided an end-to-end 
solution incorporating a large degree of design and build. We 
undertook the supply and installation of the ceilings, flooring, 
partitioning, special joinery, lighting solutions and worked with the 
M&E and HVAC contractors. 

We also specified, supplied and installed all furniture to create the 
desired open plan environment. 

OUR INTERIOR SERVICES

Move 
Management

Fit-out & 
Refurbishment

Design 
& Planning

Furniture
Design

Project 
Management

Product
Demonstrations

After SalesFurniture
Recycle

2D & 3D
CAD Drawings

Storage & 
Filing Audits

Our extensive selection is paired 
with our rapid, nationwide delivery 
service. Meanwhile, you’ll be sup-
ported by our team of experienced 
consultants. Whether you are look-
ing to expand, relocate, or simply 
refresh your existing office furni-
ture – we can help you at every step, 
from product selection through to 
delivery and installation. 

CASESTUDY

OUR RANGE
We offer over 1,700 quality furni-
ture items, selected to meet the full 
range of requirements, finishes and 
budgets. 

Our extensive range encompass-
es seating, desking, storage solu-
tions and reception counters, along 
with boardroom and meeting room 
options – and much more besides.

This range is possible through our 
established relationships with the 
most reputable furniture manufac-

Welcome to 
InteriorsTeam’s 2018 
furniture directory. 
Within these pages, you’ll 
discover one of the UK’s 
largest furniture and 
interiors ranges. 

turers. Despite these partnerships, 
we remain independent – so you 
always receive objective advice and 
competitive pricing.

NATIONWIDE SUPPLY 
Our network of six regional stock-
ing points means the items you 
need are always close at hand. Most 
of our products are held in stock, 
ready for rapid delivery to you. 
Furthermore, our specially trained 
drivers will assemble your furniture 

on-site and remove any old, un-
wanted furniture items..

OUR TEAM
Our range is supported by 40 inte-
riors professionals – including DSE 
trained consultants. Our nation-
wide team are on-hand to give you 
all the advice you need. They’ll first 
seek to understand your needs, 
space and budget, then recom-
mend the most effective solution 
for your workplace. 

Please visit 
www.otinteriorsteam.co.uk 
for more information. 

Alongside the supply of furni-
ture items, we also have expertise 
in interior design and large scale 
fit-outs. So, we can support your 
end-to-end interiors projects from 
initial concept through to design 
and installation.

Move 
Management

Fit-out & 
Refurbishment

Design 
& Planning

Furniture
Design

Project 
Management

Product
Demonstrations

After SalesFurniture
Recycle

2D & 3D
CAD Drawings

Storage & 
Filing Audits
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RECEPTION COUNTERS RECEPTION COUNTERS

10

RECEPTION 
COUNTERS

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:

FULCRUM PRO
12 — 13

X–RANGE  
 14 — 15

11
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RECEPTION COUNTERS RECEPTION COUNTERS

L-SHAPED 
RECEPTION (ABOVE)
Practical, multi-level counter 
shown in Natural Walnut 
veneer, with gloss White and 
polished stainless steel trim.

RECEPTION WITH 
RIGHT-HAND CLIENT 
CONTACT AREA  
(TOP RIGHT)
White lacquer and Light Oak 
veneer.

RECEPTION WITH 
CENTRAL CLIENT 
CONTACT AREA  
(BOTTOM RIGHT)
White lacquer and Smoked 
Oak veneer.

First impressions are the most lasting. Whether conventional or contemporary, make yours a grand 
entrance by choosing a reception desk of distinction from our striking Fulcrum Pro collection. Hand 
pick from our deluxe standard range or tailor to your precise requirements with custom variations. 
Traditional craftsmanship of the highest quality allows all the flexibility you need. 

Priced to individual specifications

FULCRUM® PRO
Welcome in ultimate style
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RECEPTION COUNTERS RECEPTION COUNTERS

CURVED RECEPTION 
(ABOVE)

Multi-level 90º counter shown  
in Natural Walnut and White 
MFC with glass shelves and 
Silva trim

As shown £6110

RECEPTION WITH 
LEFT HAND CLIENT 
CONTACT AREA  
(TOP RIGHT)

Curved reception counter in 
Natural Walnut MFC with  
Silva trim.

As shown £3141

RECEPTION WITH 
WHEELCHAIR 
ACCESS AREA  
(BOTTOM RIGHT)

Straight reception in Natural 
Oak and White MFC with Silva 
trim.

As shown £1901

X-RANGE®

The modern way to meet and greet

Our comprehensive choice of X-Range reception modules can be combined to suit foyers of all 
shapes and sizes. Simply build your perfect counter by linking straight and curved base units in any 
sequence, with desk-overs, glass shelves and pedestals as desired. Available on short lead times in a 
choice of MFC finishes. 
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

RECEPTION  
SEATING

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:

CONIC
18 — 19

OPEN
20 — 21

DESTINATION
22 — 23

MOTE
24 — 25

EARL
26

JINX
27

OT CLASSIC
28 — 29

OT TUB
30

OT UNIT
31

LOITER
32 — 33

CONNAUGHT
34

FOUR ME
35

HEXAD
36 — 37

CLARITY
38 — 39

SCREEND
40 — 41
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

A630 
Tub chair 
£789

A631 
Lounge chair 
£901

A638/9RD 
Circular table 
£476

A637
4 leg tub chair 
£617

A632
Lounge chair with headrest 
£988

CONIC
Eye catching and exciting. 

Conic is a refreshing, eye catching and exciting take on various conical forms seen 
in contemporary soft seating over the decades. Conic’s shape and form provide 
excellent and inviting levels of comfort with a broad appeal. New upholstery detail 
gives this piece a fresh twist.
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

OPEN
Contemporary, dramatic and inspirational.

Open is an elegant and relatively compact contemporary range of soft seating, 
comprising of a lounge chair with or without a headrest, footstool and a large two 
seat sofa. The moulded seat shells and cushions with bull nosed edge profile and 
tailored upholstery, provide great comfort, precise shape and visual slenderness. 

A640
Lounge chair 
£906

A641
Lounge chair with headrest 
£1067

A643
Lounge chair with headrest 
£1066

A642
Lounge chair 
£818

A644
Sofa 
£1374

A643FS
Footstool 
£298
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATINGRECEPTION SEATING

DESTINATION
Innovative design, maximum comfort.

Destination is designed to bring innovation, maximise comfort and increase productivity in public 
spaces and receptions. The innovative new design provides a higher level of comfort, utilising passive 
ergonomic design to optimise comfort and relaxation.

DSTPU-5SA
5 seater with end and intermediate 
arms 
£3468

DSTPU-2SPTSA
2 seater with end arms 
320mm x 415mm High Table with 
power, Privacy Screens 
£4551

DSTPU-5SBTBA
2 x 5 seater, linked back to back 
with end and intermediate arms 
2 x 295mm x 1300mm linking tables 
£7285

RECEPTION SEATING

DSTPU-4SA
4 seater with end and intermediate 
arms 
£2724

DSTPU-4SAT
4 seater with end and intermediate 
arms 1 x 520mm x 440mm table 
£3231

DSTPU-2SA
2 seater with end and intermediate 
arms 
£1491

DSTPU-2SAHT
2 seater with end and intermediate 
arms 2 x 295mm x 440mm tables 
£1982

DSTPU-2SBTBA
2 x 2 seater, linked back to back 
with end and intermediate arms 
2 x 295mm x 1300mm linking tables 
£3330

DSTPU-4SBTBA
2 x 4 seater, linked back to back 
with end and intermediate arms 
2 x 295mm x 1300mm linking tables 
£5797

DSTPU-3SA
3 seater with end and intermediate 
arms 
£2109

DSTPU-4SAHT
4 seater with end and intermediate 
arms 
2 x 295mm x 440mm tables 
£3213

DSTPU-3SBTBA
2 x 3 seater, linked back to back 
with end and intermediate arms 
2 x 295mm x 1300mm linking tables 
£4566
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

MOTE
Meet, retreat.

Mote has been designed to provide a holistic solution when designing dynamic 
environments. Created as a complete lounge seating range, no detail is an 
afterthought, with every inch having been given careful consideration to eliminate 
dead space. The Mote family includes sofas, ottomans, screens and accessories, each 
linking seamlessly to each other to create a combination of rectilinear and curvilinear 
forms for beautiful yet defined spaces.

MTE-OT01
Single seat ottoman 
£767

MTE-SF01
Single seat sofa 
£1066

MTE-BSS01
Single seat sofa 
£1497

MTE-BSF01
Single seat sofa 
£2389

MTE-BSF02
Two seat sofa 
£2940

MTE-BSF03
Three seat sofa 
£3497

MTES-5-16-DRDWC 
Low board 
£1398

MTES-7-10-2DWC 
Side board 
£1320

MTES-9-10-3DWC 
High board 
£1596

MTE-BCSL01 (LEFT) 
MTE-BCSR01 (RIGHT)
Single seat sofa, with side screen 
£2011

MTE-BSS02
Two seat sofa 
£2040

MTE-BSS03
Three seat sofa 
£2589

MTE-BSS90
90° angled sofa 
£3821

MTE-SF02
Two seat sofa 
£1468

MTE-SF03
Three seat sofa 
£1902

MTE-SF90
90° angled sofa 
£2720

MTE-OT02
Two seat ottoman 
£1071

MTE-OT03
Three seat ottoman 
£1366

MTE-OT90
90° angled ottoman 
£1777
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

ERL2
Two seater 
£1150

ERL3
Three seater 
£1727

JNX02
Two seater 
£2250

ERL1
Single seater 
£866

JNX01
Single seater 
£1410

SQUARE  
COFFEE TABLE
ERL5 600 x 600 
£366 

ERL6 750 x 750 
£461

JNX03
Three seater 
£3015

RECTANGULAR 
COFFEE TABLE
ERL7 1000 x 600 
£468

EARL
Simple, understated style.

JINX
Embrace your comfort zone.

Simple and deliberately understated styling 
is the hallmark of the Earl seating group. The 
carefully considered upholstery piece delivers 
the perfect solution for reception environments.

Jinx is a contemporary range of organically 
shaped soft seating that revolutionises a low 
seat. It captures the epitome of comfort and 
is suitable for a wealth of environments. Jinx’s 
design challenges the structural formation we 
have become so accustomed to. The geometric 
form and defining angular lines create 
architectural freedom within a space.
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATINGRECEPTION SEATING

 W9605 
Rectangular toughened glass 
1200L x 600D x 465H 
£348

 W9603 
Shield shaped  
toughened glass 
890L x 890D x 450H 
£348

 W9604 
Round toughened glass 
650L x 530D x 450H 
£348

 W9606 
Square toughened glass 
800L x 800D x 450H 
£328

 W9607 
Boat shaped toughened glass 
1190L x 690D x 450H 
£307

OT CLASSIC
A touch of class to enhance any waiting area.

Creating a modern presence with this classic one, two and three seater option. OT Classic offers an 
elegant retro image. Chrome surrounds, visible from every angle, show the strength and quality of 
this popular range. All seats are black leather faced with black vinyl backs.

W9608BK
Black single armchair 
£650

W9609BK
Black two seater sofa 
£1025

W9399BK
Black three seater sofa 
£1352

RECEPTION SEATING
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

W9849
Fully upholstered  
Tub chair 
£411

W9853
Square coffee table  
(MFC top) 
£284

W9855
Fully upholstered  
Two seater sofa 
£660

W9854
Rectangular coffee table  
(MFC top) 
£214

OT TUB
Finely detailed, slimline upholstery.

The finely detailed slimline upholstery brings a 
graceful feel to any reception area.

RECEPTION SEATING

W9852
Single seater 
£388

OT UNIT
Deep and slimline upholstery.

The stylish design combination of very deep 
and slimline upholstery brings an alternative 
aesthetic into our reception seating range.

RECEPTION SEATING
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

Loiter is a compact range of modular bench seating and tables designed to provide a simple 
effective solution for waiting and reception areas.

Loiter is modular in design for flexible and reconfigurable spaces. Loiter has a range of 
complementary side tables available to complete the look.

LOITER
Wait a while.

ERL5 
600 x 600 table  
£366

ERL7 
1000 x 600 table 
£486

LR1 
One seater bench 
£438

LR1B 
One seater bench with back 

£682

LR2 
Two seater bench 
£722

LR2B 
Two seater bench  
with back 
£947
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

*Buttons and stitching details available. Price on application. 

CONNAUGHT
Traditional sofa and armchair 
collection.

FOUR®ME
The elegant collection designed to 
bring a more domestic feel to the 
public space interior.

Connaught is a traditional square-lined sofa 
and armchair range with the added luxury of 
deep plump cushioning. Extremely comfortable, 
Connaught is ideal for corporate or hotel 
environments. The option of two-tone fabric 
showcases the Connaught perfectly. The full 
wooden base is an elegant addition to the range.

The Four® Me armchair is designed to bring in 
a warm, more domestic feel to the public space 
interior. The ultra soft surface of the shell chair is 
enforced with excess fibers from European lumber 
production. The wooden fibers are visible to the 
eyes making every chair unique. Add upholstery for 
more character or leave it as it is with the super soft 
touch and natural appeal..

CON3/WF
Large sofa with wooden frame 
£1809

CON1/WF
Armchair with wooden frame  
£1094   

FM44
Four®Me 44 bio-
polypropylene shell 4 
legged chrome frame 
£260

FM44S
Four®Me 44 bio-
polypropylene shell 4 
legged chrome frame 
with seat pad 
£281
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

HEXAD SMALL 
Small fully upholstered hexagon 
500 x 500 x 460H 
£203

HEXAD MEDIUM 
Medium fully upholstered hexagon 
600 x 600 x 460H 
£233

HEXAD LARGE 
Large fully upholstered hexagon 
920x 920x 460H 
£419

HEXAD
A modern take on the traditional stool.

A modern take on the traditional stool. This hexagonally shaped 
range can be adapted for use in a wide variety of environments, 
from primary education to contemporary breakout areas. 
Available in 3 sizes, Hexad is a versatile option for the progressive 
office of today.
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

Sleek and elegant soft seating with matching benches and coffee tables, featuring tops in veneer, 
MFC, clear glass and black mirror glass.  As standard, Clarity sits on polished aluminium columns, or 
optionally on Ligni ply legs faced in any standard veneer or black or white laminate. 

Priced to individual specifications

CLARITY
Ahead of the curve.

CLARITY CURVE                      
(ABOVE)
 
Curvilinear design creates a 
gracefully sweeping arc. Mix 
and match with rectangular 
modules for flexible layouts. 

 
As shown (6 person) £3047

CLARITY TWO SEAT 
SOFA 
(TOP RIGHT)
 
Sumptuous sofa in patterned 
fabric with ply feet.

 
As shown £960

CLARITY CORNER 
SOFA  
(BOTTOM RIGHT)
 
Three seat sofa. Optional  
square and rectangular coffee 
tables, or scatter cushions. 
 
As shown £2591

Scatter cushion – from £60
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RECEPTION SEATING RECEPTION SEATING

SCREEND SCR1
Single seat high back 
£1191

SCREEND SCRB1
Two seat booth 
£2706

Table 
+£220

SCREEND SCRL1
Single seat low back 
£1072

SCREEND SCR2
Two seat high back 
£1718

SCREEND SCRB2
Four seat booth

£3760

Table 
+£275

SCREEND SCRL2
Two seat low back 
£1536

SCREEND SCR3
Three seat high back 
£2199

SCREEND SCRB3
Six seat booth 
£4721

Table 
+£330

SCREEND SCRL3
Three seat low back 
£1960

SCREEND
Create contemporary spaces to work or meet.

Elegant and slimline, with added warmth of timber accents, high and low back ScreenD seating 
offers a flexible solution for reception, meeting and breakout spaces. Flat planes and clean lines 
work well with one, two, three or even four-tone upholstery. Feet and legs formed from sustainable 
shaped and radiused ply, faced with  a choice of veneers and laminates, suite perfectly with the Ligni 
range of tables, bench desks and storage.
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LOUNGE, SOFT SEATING & PODS LOUNGE, SOFT SEATING & PODS

Unless otherwise stated all seating priced in Band 1 fabric (see Pages  226-233).Unless otherwise stated all seating priced in Band 1 fabric (see Pages  226-233).42

LOUNGE, 
SOFT SEATING  

& PODS

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:
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FAMIGLIA
Meet the family.

The Famiglia seating family includes a collection of low, mid, high back and lounge 
chairs that between them offer a choice of metal or wooden legs and 5-star 
bases. These are complemented by a range of occasional and light work tables for 
informal or formal needs.

FMG403
Lounge chair with 
Wood frame 
£1243

FMG101
Low back  with 4 leg 
frame on castors  
£590

FMG202
Mid back with 4 leg frame   
£676

FMG302
High back with 4 leg 
frame   
£877

FMG405
Lounge chair with 4 star 
swivel base 
£1178

FMG102
Low back with 4 leg 
frame 
£584

FMG203
Mid back with Wood legs  
£825

FMG304
High back with Tilt frame  
£883

FMG408
Lounge chair with wire 
frame 
£949

FMG103
Low back with Wood leg 
£765

FMG206
Mid back with 5 star base  
£818

FMG306
High back with 5 star 
base  
£1047

FMG207
Mid back with 5 star base 
and Work surface   
£974

FMG307
High back with 5 star 
base and  Work surface  
£1237

FMGFS
Footstool 
£324
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CLR40
Lounge Chair, 
Pyramid base 
£636

CLR70
Lounge Chair, 
Wood Pyramid base 
£702

CLR10
Lounge Chair,  
4 Leg frame 
£485

CLR20
Lounge Chair, 
4 Leg with castors 
£498

CLR30
Lounge Chair, 
4 Star base 
£566

CLR50
Lounge Chair, 
5 Star base 
£572

CLR60
Lounge Chair, 
Wood 4 Leg frame 
£564

CLARA
Beauty with form.

HERBIE
Quite a character.

Clara is a stylish mid height lounge chair designed 
to provide comfort and style for contemporary cafe, 
corporate and breakout areas. Clara offers a choice 
of frame to suit any style.

Herbie is a perfect style statement for a reception, 
working environment or breakout area. Herbie is 
available in a choice of frames. The sculptured seat 
and back offer support and comfort. 

HRB40
Lounge Chair 
With Pyramid Base 
£582

HRB50
Lounge Chair with  
Wood Pyramid Base 
£596

HRB10
Lounge Chair with 
Skid Frame 
£494

HRB30
Lounge Chair with  
4 Star Base 
£548

HRB20
Lounge Chair with 
Wood 4 Leg 
£575

HRB90
Stool with 
Pyramid Base 
£379

HRB100
Stool with 
Wood Pyramid Base 
£470

HRB80
Stool with  
Pedestal Base 
£336

HRB60
Two seat sofa with  
Skid Frame 
£940

HRB70
Two seat sofa with 
Wood 4 Leg 
£978
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CELLPODS
A space within a space.

CellPod provides an excellent solution when creating privacy 
and collaboration spaces within work environments. They are 
designed as freestanding units and feature a structural framework 
with a demountable panel system so they are simple to install and 
reconfigure as needs change within an organisation. 

In addition to the standard configurations, the CellPod system can 
be designed and manufactured to your own specification. This 
provides unrivalled solutions for individuals to work in privacy and 
isolation or to comprehensive meeting room environments. 

RP04
Half square pod 
£15,186

RP05
Square 
£20,185

RP01
Round pod 
£20,185

RP02
Extended round pod 
£30,375
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HAVEN PODS
Portable, functional and practical

Haven Pods act as a light architectural element, breaking up and defining spaces adding to the visual 
landscape of the office. The curved shapes formed by the Pods, with envelope style detailing on the 
entrance, are designed to create an inviting space which feels internally spacious and provides more 
effective sound deadening surfaces. The space created gives the feeling of separation from the 
wider environment without actually being removed. 

Individually priced for each installation.

SOLO
Solo provides a desk based 
environment for individual 
focused work away from 
the general workstation 
environment.

SOLO PLUS
Solo+ delivers the same 
functionality as the Solo pod 
but with a slightly wider work 
surface.

DUO
Duo provides a location for 
ad-hoc, face to face meetings 
and can be collocated within 
workstation environments.

QUAD
Its footprint easily allows 
the Quad to be positioned 
strategically around the 
workplace.
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FCB02
Two person booth 
£3140

FOCUS BOOTH
Focus.

The open office has delivered many benefits; 
however there is a need for privacy within the 
workplace environment. Focus Booths provide 
a defined space for individual focused work and 
spaces for team collaboration. 

The space efficient geometric design also enhances 
the acoustic performance of the product.

ELG02
Double seat 
£1920

ELG01
Single seat 
£1584

ELG03
Three seat 
£2640

ELG14
Four seat booth 
£5070

ELG12
Two seat booth 
£3288

ELG16
Six seat booth 
£6090

ELEGANCE
Working together.

The simple crisp styling of the high back 
Elegance sofa group has been developed to 
respond to the growing demand for this type of 
seating in the workplace. 

Available as a single and three seat unit, it is sure 
to suit a multitude of applications.

FCB01
One person booth 
£1780

FCB03
Three person booth 
£4500

FCB05
Five person booth 
£7220

FCB04
Four person booth 
£5860
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CONFERENCE &  
MEETING TABLES

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:
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L302/B/AB
Barrel shape on arrowhead bases, 3m, in 
veneer 
£2222

L302/B/WB
Barrel shape on wing bases, 3m, in veneer 
£3390

L2D
Circular on pedestal base, 1.2m, in veneer 
Straight veneer £1216 
Radial veneer £1373

L302/R/BB
Rectangular on box bases, 3m, in veneer 
£3538

LT30/O/WB
Oval on wing bases, 3m, in veneer 
£3307

L302/D
D-end on column bases, 3m, in veneer 
£3390

Straight 
veneer

Radial 
veneer

FULCRUM®

Outstanding tables for every setting.

Avant-garde or conservative, the Fulcrum collection boasts the finest meeting and 
conference tables to suit all applications. Choose from a generous palette of natural 
timber veneers and solids, with a choice of edge profiles and optional feature inlays, plus 
a wide selection of attractive and functional cable management solutions. Complement 
with matching storage to make your conference suite the next discussion point. 
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AT302B
Barrel-shape table with 
arrowhead bases, 3m 
£624

AT305P
Pear-shape table with double-
upright T-bases, 3m 
£911

AT302R
Rectangular table with 
V-bases, 3m 
£827

AT302D
D-end table with I-bases, 3m 
£586

AT302R
Rectangular table with box 
bases, 3m 
£890

AT12P
Glass cushion shape table on 
Eclipse legs, 1.2 x 1.2m 
£1329

AMBUS®

Crisp clean design characteristics.

Ambus features an extensive choice of meeting and conference tables in a wide range of 
sizes, five top shapes – in both MFC and veneer finishes – and a variety of base styles in 
both metal and timber (including the elegant tapered aluminium legs of Eclipse). Cables 
can route to floor level via concealed conduits with access neatly provided via lift-out 
tiles or hinged flaps set into the table surface.
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End module

End module

End module

End module

Insert module

Stand alone

BENCH DESK
Stand alone

NBD1612T 1200 x 1600 £867

NBD1614T 1400 x 1600 £891

NBD1616T 1600 x 1600 £919

NBD1618T 1800 x 1600 £949

BENCH DESK
End module

NBD1612 1200 x 1600 £806

NBD1614 1400 x 1600 £831

NBD1616 1600 x 1600 £860

NBD1618 1800 x 1600 £889

BENCH DESK
Insert module

NBD1612E 1200 x 1600 £729

NBD1614E 1400 x 1600 £753

NBD1616E 1600 x 1600 £782

NBD1618E 1800 x 1600 £811

TABLE
Square

NT10S 1000 x 1000 £754

NT12S 1200 x 1200 £802

NT15S 1500 x 1500 £878

NT18S 1800 x 1800 £984

TABLE
Rectangular

NT200R 2000 x 1000 £869

NT302R 3000 x 1200 £1182

NT405R 4000 x 1500 £1721

NT505R 5000 x 1500 £1857

TABLE
Circular

NTD10 1000 diam. £760

NTD12 1200 diam. £807

NTD15 1500 diam. £877

NTD18 1800 diam. £962

COFFEE TABLE
Square, rectangular, circular

NCT6 600 x 600 £415

NCT10 1000 x 600 £437

NCTD8 800 diam. £456

NCTD10 1000 diam. £489

LIGNI CHAIR
Fully upholstered shell

NC1  £387

TABLE
Poseur height

NTH249 2400 x 900 £992

LIGNI
The essence of homestyling for today’s workplace.

The Ligni collection features shaped and radiused ply legs that bring out the distinctive 
character of this environmentally-friendly material. The leg sides are faced in any of a 
wide choice of veneers and laminates: in combination with an extensive range of top and 
edge finishes - providing an exceptional palette of colours, patterns and textures. 
Bench desks, meeting and coffee tables with matching chairs, stools, bench seats and 
storage.
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LIGNI
The essence of homestyling for today’s workplace.
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QT302R
Rectangular table on legs, 3m 
£750

QT302W
Bow-end table on legs, 3m 
£767

QTD12
Circular table on legs, 1.2m 
diameter 
£383

QT302B
Barrel shape table on legs, 3m 
£767

QTX302R
Rectangular table on 
cruciform bases, 3m 
£713

QTX302W
Bow table on cruciform bases, 
3m 
£733

QTXD12
Circular table on cruciform 
base, 1.2m DIA. 
£376

QTX302B
Barrel shape table on 
cruciform bases, 3m 
£733

X-RANGE®

Modern meeting tables: now you’re talking.

Simple, contemporary, cost-effective tables offered in a choice of MFC finishes. Distinctive X and Y 
column bases and GP leg frames in Black, White, Slate or Silva pair perfectly with circular, rectangular, 
bow-end or barrel shape tops. Optional concealed floor to table top cable routing inside the base 
columns.
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Looking at how people work, the Ad-Lib range has evolved and now offers new top shapes and 
sizes. With technology at the forefront of the design; power, AV and USB outlets are conveniently 
located under the desk surface and accessed through an easily removable polished acrylic cable 
access tray which sits neatly on a cable tidy porthole.

CIRCULAR
4 star base 

ALP08RDC 400H x 800 DIA. £353
ALP08RD 740H x 800 DIA. £335
ALP10RD 740H x 1000 DIA. £352
ALP08RDP 1050H x 800 DIA. £347

SOFT SQUARE
4 star base 

ALP08SSC 400H x 800 £333
ALP08SS 800H x 800 £349
ALP08SSP 1050H x 800 £364

SOFT RECTANGULAR
‘I’ leg 740mm High

ALP1809SR 1800 x 900 £815
ALP2010SR 2000 x 1000 £840
ALP2210SR 2200 x 1000 £877
ALP2410SR 2400 x 1000 £902
ALP2610SR 2600 x 1000 £917

SOFT RECTANGULAR
‘I’ leg 740mm High

ALP3010SR 3000 x 1000 £1344

RECTANGULAR
Shrouded ‘V’ leg 740mm High

ALP2012RC 2000 x 1200 £1321
ALP2212RC 2200 x 1200 £1384
ALP2412RC 2400 x 1200 £1401 
ALP2014RC 2000 x 1400 £1408 
ALP2214RC 2200 x 1400 £1429
ALP2414RC 2400 x 1400 £1448

SOFT HEXAGONAL
Shrouded ‘V’ leg 740mm High

ALP1812SH 1800 x 1200 £1288
ALP1813SH 1800 x 1350 £1316
ALP2212SH 2200 x 1200 £1403 
ALP2213SH 2200 x 1350 £1435 
ALP2412SH 2400 x 1200 £1424
ALP2413SH 2400 x 1350 £1455

SOFT HEXAGONAL
Shrouded ‘V’ leg 740mm High

ALP3612SH 3600 x 1200 £2247
ALP3613SH 3600 x 1350 £2283

AD-LIB TABLES
Refined, sophisticated and elegant.

RECTANGULAR
‘I’ leg 740mm High

ALP1208RC   1200 x 800 £757
ALP1408RC 1400 x 800 £772
ALP1608RC 1600 x 800 £788 
ALP1808RC 1800 x 800 £804 
ALP2008RC 2000 x 800 £828
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800 TABLE
800D x 730H

FB1208MT  1200W £420
FB1408MT  1400W £436
FB1608MT  1600W £453
FB1808MT  1800W £468

1600 TABLE
1650D x 730H

FB2416MT  2400W £1254
FB2816MT  2800W £1308
FB3216MT  3200W £1362
FB3616MT  3600W £1417

1600 TABLE
1650D x 730H

FB1216MT  1200W £719
FB1416MT  1400W £752
FB1616MT  1600W £785
FB1816MT  1800W £819

OT MEETING TABLE
Simple, robust design.

The OT Meeting Table collection is designed to meet multiple 
requirements from impromptu meetings to conference facilities. 
This is achieved through a wide choice of table shapes,  
finishes and table support frame designs, with flexibility as the 
major criteria.
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RECTANGULAR

700H x 730H 

RT7RC 1400W £207

SQUARE

700D x 730H 

RT7SQ 700W £173 

ROUND

730H 

RT9R 900DIA. £190

 

ROUND WITH BITE

730H 

RT9RB 900DIA. £190

 

REVELATION TABLES
A clever solution.

Revelation Tables were designed with versatility in mind. The variety of shapes and sizes were 
created to support  the different learning requirements found in educational and  
training environments.

DIAMOND

800D x 730H

RT8D 1400W £211

PLECTRUM

1760D x 730H

RT18PM 17600W £286 

CROWN

700D x 730H

RT7CN 1400W £233
 

TRAPEZOIDAL

700D x 730H

RT7T3 1400W £202 

TRAPEZOIDAL  
ADD ON

700D x 730H

RT7T3L 1400W £219 
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SQUARE
730H

HP7SQ 750W/D £377

RECTANGULAR
750D x 730H

HP7RC 1500W £492
HP7/18RC 1800W £534 
 

SEMI CIRCULAR
1500W x 730H

HP7SC 750RAD  £499
 

TRAPEZOIDAL
1500/750W x 750D x 730H

HP7T3 30º £499
 

 
POLISHED ALUMINIUM FOOT CASTING - HARLEY PIVOT
 

 
SILVER FOOT CASTING - FLIP TOP
 

SQUARE
730H

TPMT750 750W/D £416

RECTANGULAR
750D x 730H

TPMT15 1500W) £434
TPMT18  1800W £441 
 

SEMI CIRCULAR
1500W x 730H

TPSMT15 750RAD  £441
 

TRAPEZOIDAL
1500/750W x 750D x 730H

TPTMT15 30º £441
 

HARLEY PIVOT / FLIP TOP
Folding Frame Tables - Distinctive and Modular.

Harley Pivot tables are designed to pivot through 90° for easy storage or movement during 
relocation from room-to-room. The steel beam and leg tubes are powder coated and the foot 
casting comes with either a polished aluminium or painted silver finish, fitted with twin wheel castors.
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ELLIPSE

Nano Laminate 
(Available in MFC) 

£1820

HALF ELLIPSE

Nano Laminate 
(Available in MFC) 

£1612

DIAMOND

Nano Laminate 
(Available in MFC) 

£1404

CURVE

Nano Laminate 
(Available in MFC) 

£1560

Four® Real Flake is a range of multifunctional folding tables with integrated castors for easy handling 
by one person. The tables are designed to be combined across variations of shapes and sizes and 
optional extras can be added to solve specific needs in the versatile canteen or open space layout. 

FOUR® REAL FLAKE
Multifunctional folding tables with integrated castors.

SINGLE STAND 
ALONE DESK 

PL1208 1200W X 800D £1309
PL1408 1400W X 800D £1325
PL1608 1600W X 800D £1341
 PL1808 1800W X 800D £1358
PL2008 2000W X 800D £1374

EXECUTIVE  
SINGLE  

PLE1208 1200W X 800D £1309
PLE1408 1400W X 800D £1325
PLE1608 1600W X 800D £1341
PLE1808 1800W X 800D £1358
PLE2008 2000W X 800D £1374

BACK TO BACK 
STAND ALONE  

PLB1216 1200W X 1650D £1628
PLB1416 1400W X 1650D £1660
PLB1616 1600W X 1650D £1692
PLB1816 1800W X 1650D £1725
PLB2016 2000W X 1650D £1778

Pailo is a desking system featuring single and back to back benches as well as two shapes of project 
tables for more relaxed work settings. A natural selection for any corporate space, Pailo’s defining 
wood legs are available in a matt clear lacquer or a black stain to complement the wide range of top 
finishes available.

PAILO
A softer approach to the more formal bench system.
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KTK25

750 x 750 x 750 X 740 

£648

KTR25

1500 x 750 x 740 

£589 

KTC25

1500 x 750 x 740 

£648 

KTM1025

1000DIA. x 740 

£673 

KTS25

750 x 750 x 740 

£530 

The Kite® folding table is simple to move, fold and store. Designed to optimise the meeting experience, Kite® is suitable for all 
environments from the boardroom to the classroom.

The Kite® shape ensures that each person has their own working space and good line of sight to the presenter and other delegates. 
Everyone sits at a straight edge with 750mm of personal space; no one straddles a table leg, writes over a seam or is squashed into a 
corner.

Kite’s flexibility creates an agile working environment where a single person can quickly reconfigure tables into new working styles. With 
a compact nesting profile, tables are easily folded and stored without any heavy lifting or the need of a trolley.

With a variety of leg options and a selection of tops, from banded inlay veneers to white MFC, Kite® has a finish to match any interior.

KITE TABLES
Modular Tables simple to Move, Fold and Store.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
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CIRCO
The one and only.

Circo is a functionally simple light work chair for ad hoc touch down environments. 
Featuring a permanently floating action and a mesh back that morphs to support 
the user. Circo is suitable for both conference and meeting environments. With 
a choice of upholstered or leather finishes plus the option of an integrated tilt 
action, Circo effortlessly adjusts to the way you work and the environment you 
work in. It is equally at home with castors or glides and its mesh back is available in 
a range of contemporary colours to suit your workplace.

CR1 
Conference chair, 
static yoke with castors 
£489

CR2 
Conference chair, 
dynamic yoke with 
castors 
£505

CR3 
Conference chair, 
static yoke with glides 
£485

CR4 
Conference chair, 
dynamic yoke with 
glides 
£501
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AD-LIB
Any time, any place, anywhere.

Ad-Lib provides a family of products to meet all requirements of multi-purpose 
seating, from a high density stacking chair through to a ‘lite work’ chair. 

With all versions of Ad-Lib, the structural seat and back frames offer a diversity 
of solutions including ergonomically contoured plastic seat and back, fully 
upholstered seat and back and also the option of a flexible back membrane 
that not only looks great but offers fantastic comfort.

ADL7A
4 leg frame, fully 
upholstered, with arms 
£432

ADL6A 
Skid frame, fully 
upholstered, with arms 
£474

ADL13A
Cantilever frame, plastic 
back & upholstered seat, 
with arms 
£428

ADL10A 
5 star base, fully 
upholstered, with arms     
£568

ADL10 
5 star base, fully 
upholstered, no arms 
£539

ADL15A
5 star base, plastic back 
& upholstered seat,  
with arms 
£497
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OT DESIGNER CANTILEVER
Graceful lines and distinctive design.

Beautifully shaped leg frame in silver as standard. The heavily sculpted 
upholstery provides a remarkably comfortable chair suitable for all  
meeting environments. W9086

Fully upholstered, no 
arms, silver frame 
£335

W9087 
Fully upholstered, with 
arms, silver frame 
£361

W9084 
Plain back, no arms,  
silver frame 
£281

W9085
Plain back, with arms,  
silver frame 
£306
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OT DESIGNER
Eye catching and exciting. 

For dining, training, seminars, conferences, office areas and even boardrooms, 
OT Designer with its beautiful graceful lines will enhance and complement 
any environment. With its clear distinctive design it provides an elegant chair 
for almost every occasion or application. OT Designer can be stacked with or 
without armrests and linked into rows without tools.

W9096 
Fully upholstered, no 
arms, silver frame 
£286

W9097   
Fully upholstered,  
with arms, silver frame 
£312

W9094 
Plain back, no arms,  
silver frame 
£233

W9095  
Plain back, with arms,  
silver frame 
£257

W9098 
Plain back, no arms 
with castors, silver 
frame 
£274
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HD405 
Plastic seat & back,  
no arms 
£165

ELIOS
Distinguished design for rigorous use.

This elegant stacking chair is perfect for large scale conferencing applications.  
Stacking comfortably up to 40 on a trolley and 12 free-standing, this steel wire 
framed chair is available with or without arms and has been uniquely designed 
so that the arms do not compromise its stacking capabilities in any way. HD410A 

Upholstered seat,  
with arms 
£229

HD415 
Fully upholstered, 
no arms 
£238

HD415A 
Fully upholstered, 
with arms 
£274

HD405A 
Plastic seat & back, 
with arms 
£200

HD410 
Upholstered seat, 
no arms 
£194
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F1AU 
In Oak with upholstered 
arm caps.

Fabric from £608
Leather from £814 
Freefloat™ +£112
 

F2AT 
In Natural Walnut with 
solid hardwood or 
polished aluminium 
arms.

Fabric from £656
Leather from £850 
Freefloat™ +£112
 

F1AT

In Natural Walnut with 
leather capped arms.

Fabric from £628
Leather from £814 
Freefloat™ +£112
 
 

FULCRUM® F1 & F2
First-class quality, sumptuous comfort.

Elegant meeting chairs, the Fulcrum F1 and F2 
feature solid timber frames in a wide choice of 
hardwoods (matching the Fulcrum desk and table 
ranges). The upholstery’s subtle curves reflect the 
shape of the underlying timber shell, carefully 
developed for outstanding comfort and support. 
Arms on the F1 are polished aluminium capped in 
fabric or leather, or in timber to match the frame. 
Arms on the F2 are in polished aluminium, or again 
in timber to match the frame.

Freefloat offers users the added comfort of a 
smooth tilt mechanism that follows their movements 
naturally. Option available on F1 and F2 chairs.

™ F3AT
Frame in polished 
chrome, with timber 
capped arms.

Fabric from £445
Leather from £659 
Stacking +£16
 

F3AU
Frame in polished 
chrome, with Black 
leather capped arms.

Fabric from £426
Leather from £665 
Stacking +£16 

F3AL
Frame in polished 
chrome, with fabric 
upholstery.

Fabric from £453
Leather from £665 
Stacking +£16

FULCRUM® F3
Designed with distinctive detailing.

The subtle sprung comfort of the smart Fulcrum 
F3 is a function of the resilient tubular steel frame 
of this modern cantilever chair. Finished in black, 
chrome or zinc, F3 is available both with and without 
arms. Arms are in polished aluminium capped in 
fabric, leather or solid timber. F3 is optionally  
available in a stacking version.
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W9948
Laminated beech frame,  
with arms 
£236     

W9947
Laminated beech frame,  
no arms 
£228

OT BOARDROOM
Comfort and simplicity.

OT Boardroom seating offers versions with and 
without arms, both able to stack.  A generous 
seating position and a contoured sculpted back on 
a hard wearing laminated frame.

PILA
Infinite possibilities.

Pila is a versatile range of multi-purpose seating 
with strong design features, comprising both 
lightweight practicality and functional simplicity 
that will fit with confidence into any environment. 

The writing tablet option with or without linking 
is entirely suitable for learning requirements, 
conference and meeting rooms. Pila can be stacked 
up to 4 high meaning easy transportation and 
storage.

PL2A
Plastic back, upholstered 
seat, with arms 
£173

PL3
Wood back & seat, 
no arms 
£200

PL3A
Wood back & seat, 
with arms 
£239

PL4
Wood back, upholstered 
seat, no arms 
£225

PL4A
Wood back, upholstered 
seat, with arms 
£264

PL1
Plastic back and seat, 
no arms 
£109

PL1A
Plastic back and seat, 
with arms 
£148

PL2
Plastic back, upholstered 
seat, no arms 
£134
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OT MULTI-PURPOSE
A variety of meeting applications.

This stylish chair is offered in many options; plastic 
seat and perforated back, upholstered seat with 
perforated back and a fully upholstered model. 

Black frames as standard, Chrome, White and Grey 
are available at a surcharge.  
Plastic components are Black as standard with Grey 
and White available at a surcharge.

W9255 
4 leg chair, upholstered 
seat only, mesh back,  
no arms. 
£158

W9256 
4 leg chair, fully 
upholstered, mesh back, 
with arms 
£182

W9257 
Cantilever chair, 
upholstered seat, mesh 
back, no arms 
£191

W9258 
Cantilever arm chair, 
upholstered seat, mesh 
back, with arms 
£215

OT MULTI-PURPOSE MESH
A variety of meeting applications.

OT Multipurpose Mesh is a refreshing new addition to the OT 
Multipurpose range. With a collection of mesh finishes to choose 
from and two frame options; four-leg and cantilever, available 
with or without arms, make this a versatile chair that can be 
customised to suit a variety of spaces.

W9896 
4 leg chair, upholstered 
seat only, no arms. 
Black frame 
£138

W9895 
4 leg chair, upholstered 
seat only, with arms. 
Black frame 
£162

W9893 
4 leg chair, fully 
upholstered, with arms. 
Black frame 
£202

W9894 
4 leg chair, fully 
upholstered, no arms. 
Black frame 
£178

W9899 
Cantilever arm chair, 
upholstered seat only 
Black frame 
£195

 W9898 
Cantilever arm chair, 
fully upholstered  
Black frame 
£236
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MORK
Out of this world.

Mork is a versatile multi-purpose seating range 
which comprises of seven distinct frames, ideal 
for contemporary cafe, corporate and public 
sector environments. Mork was designed with an 
ergonomic style in mind.

MK71
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, Wood Pyramid 
base 
£409

MK41
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, Pyramid base 
£363

MK21
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, Skid frame 
£253

MK11
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, 4 Leg frame 
£243

MK61
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, Wood 4 Leg 
base 
£331

MK31
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, 4 Star base 
£333

MK51
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, 5 Star base 
£299

MINDY
Understated syle.

Mindy is a range of simple and functional multi-
purpose seating. Minimal in design the collection 
shares an identical shell structure with the option 
of an upholstered seat pad. Mindy can be tailored 
to almost any space  thanks to the variety of base 
options available.  

MY40
Chair,Pyramid base 
£298

MY41
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, Pyramid base 
£343

MY30
Chair, 4 Star base 
£268

MY31
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, 4 Star base 
£313

MY10
Chair, 4 Leg frame 
£180

MY11
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, 4 Leg frame 
£225

MY20
Chair,Skid frame 
£188

MY21
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, Skid frame 
£233

MY50
Chair, 5 Star base 
£234

MY51
Chair with upholstered 
seat pad, 5 Star base 
£279
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CP50A
Light work chair  
with arms 
£375

CP50
Light work chair  
without arms 
£330

JNY01
4 Leg frame, plastic seat 
& back, no arms, on 
glides 
£180

JNY03
4 Leg frame, plastic seat 
& back, on castors 
£185

JNY01A
4 Leg frame, plastic seat 
& back, with arms, on 
glides 
£215

JNY03A
4 Leg frame, plastic seat 
& back, with arms, on, 
castors 
£220

JNY05
Stool, 4 leg frame, 
plastic seat & back,  
no arms, on glides 
£225

JNY05A
Stool, 4 leg frame, 
plastic seat & back,  
with arms, on glides 
£270

COOPER
Just like that.

JONNY
Here’s Jonny.

With more time being spent away from the 
traditional desk, the demand for light work seating 
has increased. 

Cooper provides diversity, without compromising 
cost, performance or build. It is designed with 
contoured upholstery and curved lines for  
added comfort. 

A simple, cost effective and well-engineered 
stacking chair solution, Jonny encourages 
collaboration through its responsive, open 
design that supports a multitude of postures and 
environments. Jonny allows natural movement 
allowing the user the ability to interact and focus on 
the task in hand.
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DINING  
& BISTRO

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:

DINE
102 — 103

PINNACLE 
102 — 103

HITABLE  
104 — 105

SILTA 
106

TOMMO 
107

CASPER 
108 — 109

TONINA 
110

RIVA
111

OT BISTRO 
112

OT BISTRO PLUS 
113
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MITRE 
 

PANEL 

DINE STEEL PINNACLE

Dine is a range of standalone rectangular tables and benches 
available in a variety of sizes and finishes designed for dining, 
breakout or meeting areas. 

Price on application.

DINE / PINNACLE
Dine, breakout or meet.
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BENCH SEATS  
450MM HIGH
(For 750mm high tables)
  Cushion

HTB114 1100 x 320 £348 +£103
HTB174 1700 x 320 £380 +£189
HTB234 2300 x 320 £416 +£242

750MM HIGH TABLES
Single-sided use

HTL185 1800 x 500 £466

Double-sided use

HTL187 1800 x 700 £522
HTL129 1200 x 900 £514
EL1HA 2400 x 900 £641

Poseur and desk-height tables in a range of widths and depths 
for both single and double-sided use. Choose a single finish or 
two-tone inner/outer combinations. Edges match the external 
panel finish or, for an attractive contrast, specified in ply, black or 
white. Flush-fitting power, data and USB ports are optional.

HITABLE™

Sit, stand or perch: cafe-styling for social spaces.

1050MM HIGH TABLES
Single-sided use

HTH185 1800 x 500 £494

Double-sided use

HTH187 1800 x 700 £561
HTH129 1200 x 900 £565
HTH249 2400 x 900 £690
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Silta is a premium high table for breakout spaces, ad hoc 
meetings or a place to simply perch and connect. Modern meets 
vintage with industrial design featured right alongside modern 
connectivity points and convenient bag hooks. The top can be 
finished in either a linoleum or laminate finish, complemented  
by braided and leather cable detailing with metalwork in a choice 
of colours.

SILTA
Progress is beautiful.

RECTANGULAR  
WITH POWER 

SLHP1809 1800W x 900D £2766
SLHP2009 2200W x 900D £2816
SLHP4209 4200W x 900D £6064

RECTANGULAR 

SLH1809 1800W x 900D £1777
SLH2009 2200W x 900D £1820
SLH4209 4200W x 900D £3248

The contemporary and intelligent design of the 
Tommo range places it easily in a host of spaces. 
The fully upholstered chair features slender 
upholstery styling and twin stitch seam detail, 
complemented by an elegant skid base

TOMMO
Ingenuity meets luxury.

A530Q 
Club chair with soft quilted 
upholstery 
£744

A531Q 
Footstool with soft quilted 
upholstery 
£307

A532Q 
Dining chair with soft quilted 
upholstery 
£695

A534Q 
High stool with soft quilted 
upholstery 
£410
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CASPER
A distinctive and stylish chair for  
modern applications.

Casper is a stylish and contemporary café plastic monoshell chair, 
with the option of a upholstered seat designed for all manner of 
hospitality environments in both corporate and leisure situations. 
Casper is also an ideal meeting chair, due to the added option of a 
four leg or sled base frame.

CS1 
Skid base, no arms 
£182

CS3 
Skid base, no arms 
Upholstered seat pad 
£240

CS1A 
Skid base, with arms 
£224

CS3A 
Skid base, with arms 
Upholstered seat pad 
£282

CS2 
4 Leg, no arms 
£175

CS4 
4 Leg, no arms  
Upholstered seat pad 
£239

CS2A 
4 Leg, with arms 
£218

CS4A 
4 Leg, with arms  
Upholstered seat pad 
£282
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TONINA
She comes in colours.

This innovative and dynamic chair delivers a contemporary design that has a multitude of possible 
applications across a variety of marketplaces. 

Tonina is made from gas injection moulded polypropylene with UV stabilisers to deliver a flawless product 
with fantastic strength, which is suitable for use both indoors and outdoors.

TN1 
Monoblock 1 piece chair  
£148

TN2 
Monoblock 1 piece chair  
with lattice back   
£148

TN1 U
Monoblock 1 piece chair  
with upholstered seat 
pad  
£205

TN2U
Monoblock 1 piece chair  
with attice back with 
upholstered seat pad  
£205

TN3 
Monoblock 1 piece chair  
with arms  
£190

TN4 
Monoblock 1 piece chair  
with arms with lattice 
back   
£190

TN3U 
Monoblock 1 piece chair  
with arms with upholstered 
seat pad   
£245

TN4U 
Monoblock 1 piece chair  
with arms with lattice back 
with upholstered seat pad  
£245

Bistro/breakout chair with chrome frame.  Colours available: Black, Blue, Green, Red and White.  
Chrome frame and stacks 20 high.

High stool version of above. Colours available: Black, Blue, Green, Red and White. Chrome frame and  
stacks 20 high.

RV 

Chair with chrome 
frame 
£132

RVHIGH
High stool chair with 
chrome frame 
£222

RIVA
Simple yet stylish.
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This stylish range of chairs have been designed for dining and light meeting environments.

The chairs are available in five distinct designs that feature clear lacquered formed plywood shells and 
polished chrome frames. Suitable for indoor use only.

TL101
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
£97

TL404
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
£108

TL202
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
£102

TL505
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
£141

TL303
Chrome frame,  
stacks 4 high 
£108

OT BISTRO
Modern stylish seating. 

TLS12
Rectangular Table 
710H x 1200 x 800 
£336

TLS8
Square Table 
710H x 800 x 800 
£267

TLR10
Circular Table 
710H x 1000Dia. 
£389

TLR8
Circular Table 
710H x 800Dia. 
£302

W9164  
Side chair, Beech shell,  
Silver legs 
£179

W9166 
High stool, Beech shell,  
Silver legs  
£213

OT BISTRO PLUS
Simple, compact and clever. 

Visually minimal, ‘Bistro Plus’ is simple, compact and 
clever, in that each item stacks. Simple construction 
tubular steel frames and pressed ply seats with their 
own unique character give ‘Bistro Plus’ a freshness 
over the vast number of existing mono shell designs 
on the market.

Finished in beech as standard. The examples 
illustrated are finished in a rich ‘Alpi Lignum’ design, 
similar to Zebrano veneer, available at a small 
surcharge.
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TASK 
SEATING

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:

ELE
116

RAPT 
117

ECOFLEX   
118

FREEFLEX 
119

OUSBY 
120

CLIPPER
121

OT11 
122

OT8   
123

OT7 
124

OT6 
125

OT4+
126

OT3 
127

OT2   
128

OT2XL 
129

OT2 MESH 
130

METEOR 
131

METEOR MESH 
 131

INDUSTRIAL 
132

OT EXECUTIVE
133

HARVEY
134

ABSOLUTE
135

ORTHOPAEDICA   
136 — 139

 
OT POSTURE 

ULTRA 
140

 
OT POSTURE 

DELUXE 
141

OT POSTURE
142

 
OT POSTURE 

PETITE 
143
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EL3MA

Medium back armchair, 
chrome cantilever frame.
Fabric from   £581

Leather from   £845

 

EL2MA

Medium back, swivel base 
conference chair.
Fabric from   £679

Leather from   £943 

EL3MA

Medium back chrome 
cantilever chair.
Fabric from   £539

Leather from   £803

 

EL1HA

High back swivel/tilt 
armchair.
Fabric from   £753

Leather from   £1004

 

EL2H

High back swivel/tilt 
conference chair.
Fabric from   £578

Leather from   £826

 

ELE
Classic style with modern comfort.

A modern reinterpretation of a classic seating 
design, improved and enhanced to suit today’s 
office and boardroom. The range comprises 
working chairs on five-star bases with synchro 
mechanisms, and conference chairs on either 
cantilever or four-star swivel bases. All are available 
with medium or high backs, and conference chairs 
can be with or without arms.  
 

FEATURES 
EL1
•    Synchro tilt mechanism 
•    Adjustable seat depth   
•    Adjustable height 
•    5 year warranty 
•    Optional height adjustable arms 
•    Optional Ele-style upholstered arms 

EL2
•    Swivel 
•    Adjustable height 
•    5 year warranty

RAP215C

High back with knee tilt 
5 star base with Castors 
£1104 
 

RAP124G

Mid back with tilt 
mechanism, 4 star base  
Glides 
£941 

RAP225C

High back with tilt 
mechanism, 5 star base  
Castors 
£1034 

RAP224G

High back with tilt 
mechanism, 4 star base  
Glides 
£1020

RAP115C

Mid back with knee tilt  
5 star base with Castors 
£1025 

RAP125C

Mid back with tilt 
mechanism, 5 star base  
with Castors 
£955 

RAPT
Simply beautiful.

Rapt exudes poise and offers a fresh alternative to 
the established norms of executive seating. It has 
been created to grace environments where key 
decisions are made, where success happens, where 
detail and conviction are imperative and where 
extraneous distractions need to  
be eliminated. 
 

FFEATURES 

(*Selected models only)

•   5 Star base* 
•    4 Star base* 
•     65mm Hard wheel castors* 
•    Plastic glides* 
•     Knee tilt mechanism with back locking function  

in 5 positions* 
•     Dynamic free-floating seat tilt mechanism complete 

with height adjustment and locking upright* 
•    Moulded foam construction 
•     Polished Aluminium wrap around arm with leather  

arm inlay pad 
•    High back and mid back versions available 
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EVOLVE
Task seating, reinvented.

The Evolve chair includes a host of new features 
and material combinations, which makes this chair 
one that truly stands out in terms of looks, function, 
performance and ultimately value.

Featuring a progressive synchronous action that 
includes a forward tilt, multi-position back lock, and 
seat depth adjustment.  
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•   5 Star base
• 65mm Hard wheel castors
•  Synchronised mechanism with adjustable tension  

and multi-position back lock
• 60mm seat depth adjustment
• Three degree negative seat tilt
• Flexible seat and back membrane
• Airflow mesh back*
• Slimline back upholstery*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Height adjustable arms with multi-functional arm pad*

EV640 
Fully upholstered 
No arms 
£630 

EV640HA 
Fully upholstered 
Adjustable arms 
£730

EV740 
Mesh back 
No arms 
£609

EV740MF
Mesh back 
Multi-function arms 
£753

FREEFLEX
Sit, reach, move.

Freeflex provides a clever and adaptable solution 
to support the user’s movements in their working 
environment. Flexibility is central to the design 
of Freeflex, giving the user the freedom to make 
simple adjustments; to their seat height, seat depth 
and back height to achieve ultimate comfort. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•   5 Star base
•   65mm Hard wheel castors*
•   Weight controlled synchronised mechanism with travel 

limitation in four steps, including locking upright*
•   Moulded seat and back foam 
•   60mm seat depth adjustment
•   Integrated flexible back membrane
•   70mm back height adjustment
•   Contrasting mesh side panels on the seat and back,  

with a complementary coloured back insert
•   Width and height adjustable arms*
•   Stool height variation

FLX740
Task chair 
No arms 
£373

FLX740HA
Task chair 
Height and width  
adjustable arms 
£440

FLX740D
Draughtsman chair 
£452

FLX741A
Visitor chair 
£384
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OUSBY
Confidence without ego.

Ousby is a task seating range that boasts exceptional 
comfort and affordability. 

Designed using flexible, durable and sustainable 
materials that respond to your movements, Ousby 
is an organically shaped seating range that provides 
comfort and support throughout the day, whatever 
the task. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)

•  5 Star base
•  65mm Hard wheel castors
•  Dynamic synchronised mechanism with quick 

tension adjustment, back locking in five positions, 
including locking upright

•  Moulded seat foam cushion
•  60mm seat depth adjustment
•  Self-supporting mesh back
•  50mm Adjustable lumbar support
•  Height and width adjustable arms*
•  Height and width adjustable arms with  

multi-functional arm pad*

OUS740

Task Chair 
No arms 
£384

OUS740HA 

Task chair 
Height adjustable arms 
£519

OUS746MF

Task chair 
Multi-functional arms 
£532

W9486

Task Chair 
No arms 
£349

W9487 

Task chair 
Height adjustable arms 
£438

CLIPPER
Stylish modern design with truly 
superb comfort.

The Clipper task chair delivers fantastic comfort with 
simple elegant styling. It is capable of providing a 
comprehensive suite of adjustments and features a 
dynamic synchronised tilt action.

The elegant and well proportioned back frame 
supports a soft touch 3D self supporting mesh. 

With choices of colours for moulded plastic 
components and for the 3D mesh, it is easy to tailor the 
appearance to complement its environment. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  5 Star base
•  65mm Hard wheel castors*
•  Synchronised mechanism with adjustable tension 

and travel limitation in four steps, including locking 
upright

•  Moulded foam seat cushion 
•  Self-supporting mesh back
•  Height adjustable arms*
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W9018 
Task chair, with height 
adjustable arms 
£365

W9019 
Task chair with 
headrest, with height 
adjustable arms 
£417

W0187
Task chair, no arms 
£319

OT11
Stylish yet functional.

OT11 is a contemporary task seating range 
with a stylish, height adjustable mesh back 
available in range of colours to suit modern office 
environments. Available with the addition of an 
adjustable headrest that offers users support in 
alternative postures including reclined positions.  
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  5 Star base
•  60mm Hard wheel castors
•  Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Fully synchronised mechanism*
•  Adjustable lumbar support
•  3D self-supporting mesh back
•  Height adjustable arms*

W9074 
Petite task  
No arms  
£268

W9073 
Petite task with height 
adjustable arms 
£334

W9077 
Grande task with height 
adjustable arms 
£444 
 

W9075 
Standard task with 
height adjustable arms 
£334 
 

W9076
Standard task  
No arms 
£268

OT8
An ergonomically shaped range of 
task seating for the modern office.

A new family of task seating specially designed to 
cater for all sizes. From ‘Petite’ with it’s smaller seat 
and back through to ‘Grande’ with extra large seat 
and back and heavy duty gas lift to carry up to  
30 stones. OT8 allows you to suite task seating for 
users of all shapes and sizes. 
 

FEATURES 
• Available in three sizes   
• Independent seat tilt ratchet back adjustment   
• 5 year warranty   
 
PETITE   
• Ideal for the smaller user   
• Black base & arms   
 
STANDARD 
• Black base & arms   
 
GRANDE 
• Ideal for heavy duty usage   
• Guaranteed up to 30 stone   
• Seat slide as standard   
• Heavy duty height adjustable arms  
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W0183 
Medium back 
£172

W0184 
Medium back, with 
fixed arms
£204

W0188 
Medium back, with 
height adjustable arms 
£216

W0181 
High back 
£182

W0182 
High back, with fixed 
arms
£214

W0189 
High back, with height 
adjustable arms 
£226

OT7
A chair to rival any competitor.

OT7 is designed for comfort and performance. 
Competitively priced this task chair includes synchro-
mechanism and ergonomic integrity. The specifically 
designed arms represent unique style, function and value.

 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  5 Star base*
•  50mm Hard wheel castors*
•  Height adjustable back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back  

locking function*
•   Standard mechanism with back locking function*
•  Medium back*
•  High back*
•  Fixed arms*
•  Height adjustable arms*

W9080 
High back, no arms 
Black base 
£305 

W9081
High back, height 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
£374

OT6
A chair to rival any competitor.

OT6 is designed for comfort and performance. 
Competitively priced this task chair includes 
synchro-mechanism and ergonomic integrity. The 
specifically designed arms represent unique style, 
function and value.

 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors*
•  Synchronised mechanism with adjustable tension,  

back locking function in four positions, including locking 
upright

• 70mm back height adjustment
• Width and height adjustable arms*
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W9883
Independent control, 
no arms 
£316

W92 43
Synchronised control, 
no arms 
£316

W9884
Independent control, 
height adjustable arms 
£362

W9244
Synchronised control, 
height adjustable arms 
£362

W9885
Independent control, 
fold down arms 
£372

W9245
Synchronised control, 
fold down arms 
£372

OT4+
Superb comfort.

The dynamic OT4+ task chair ticks all the boxes 
when it comes to extra features and benefits. Stylish 
and functional, the user friendly controls allow 
the user to quickly adjust to the most comfortable 
seating position. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base*
• 60mm Hard wheel castors*
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back  

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• 50mm seat depth adjustment
• Inflatable lumbar support
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*

W9741 
Medium back, fixed 
arms. Black base 
£224

W9742 
Medium back, height 
adjustable arms           
Black base 
£236

W9745 
High back, height  
adjustable arms           
Black base  
£242

W9746 
Visitor chair, no arms 
Black base 
£153

 

W9747 
Visitor chair, with arms 
Black base 
£185

OT3
Deeply contoured upholstery.

OT3 seating offers deeply contoured upholstery 
and complementary visitor/conference chairs.  
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base*
• Tubular Steel cantilever frame*
• 50mm Hard wheel castors*
• Ratchet height adjustable back
• Plastic glides* 
• Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• Medium back*
• Fixed arms*
• Height adjustable arms*
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TASK SEATING

W9674
High back, no arms 
Black base 
£185

W9847
Medium back, height 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
£242

W9675
High back, fixed arms 
Black base 
£216

W9723
High back, height 
adjustable arms  
Black base 
£253

W9676
Visitors chair, no arms 
Black base 
£134

W9679
Visitors chair, with arms 
Black base 
£164

OT2
Traditional series of task chairs.

OT2 operator chairs with contoured seats and 
backrests plus a full range of ergonomic controls 
provide comfort and support during prolonged 
periods of seated task work.

Also available with an extra large seat  
and back version. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base*
• Tubular Steel cantilever frame*
• 50mm Hard wheel castors*
• Plastic glides* 
• Height adjustable back*
• Height adjustable ratchet back*
• Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• Medium back*
• High back*
• Fixed arms*
• Height adjustable arms*

OT2XL
The ultimate in modern comfort.

OT2XL task chairs are built with contoured seats 
and backrests to provide high levels of comfort and 
support during prolonged seatid periods. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  5 Star base*
• Tubular Steel cantilever frame*
• 50mm Hard wheel castors*
• Height adjustable back*
• Height adjustable ratchet back*
•  Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• High back*
• Fixed arms*
• Height adjustable arms*

W9238 
XL version, high back,  
height adjustable arms 
£249

W9236 
XL version, high back, 
no arms 
£205

W9237 
XL version, high back, 
fixed arms 
£237
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W9667 
Task chair 
No arms 
£211

W9668 
Task chair 
Fixed arms 
£243

W9923
Visitor chair  
No arms 
£206

W9485 
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms 
£255

W9924 
Visitor chair  
With arms 
£238

OT2 MESH
Simple, functional and stylish.

The addition of a stylish, height adjustable mesh 
back gives a modern fresh aesthetic to the range. 
Available as a task chair and cantilever visitors chair, 
both with a choice of arms. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)

• 5 Star base*
• Tubular Steel cantilever frame*
• 50mm Hard wheel castors*
• Height adjustable back
• Plastic glides* 
• Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• 3D self-supporting mesh back
• Fixed arms*
• Height adjustable arms*

METEOR / METEOR MESH
All day comfort.

With a contemporary angular appearance, 
Meteor is a stylish new addition to our seating 
portfolio, designed for all day comfort. Meteor is a 
hardworking, versatile task chair delivering simple 
functionality with multiple mechanism and arm 
options available. 
 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Standard mechanism with back locking function*
• Fixed lumbar support*
• 3D self-supporting mesh back*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*

M300
Task chair 
No arms 
£219

M500
Task chair 
No arms 
£265

M300HA
Task chair 
Height adjustable  
arms 
£265

M500HA
Task chair 
Height adjustable arms 
£311

M300FDA
Task chair 
Fold down arms 
£275

M500FDA
Task chair 
Fold down arms 
£321
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T40IND
Stool 
Round seat 
£226

T50IND
Stool 
Square seat 
£219

T65IND
Task chair  
Round seat and back 
£297

T75IND
Task chair  
Square seat  and back 
£305

T90IND
High chair  
Round seat and back 
£325

T100IND
High chair  
Square seat and back 
£334

INDUSTRIAL
Uncompromising strength.

We recognise that not all of our seating will be 
used in traditional office environments so we have 
developed our industrial seating family that has 
uncompromising strength and durability as the key 
drivers of its 

 

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
•  Plastic base
•  50mm Hard wheel castors*
•  Gas lift
•  Polyurethane seat
•  Polyurethane back*
•  Standard Mechanism 
•  Draughtsman height gas lift, adjustable footring  

and glides 

W9391BK 
High back, black 
leather only
£409

W9700BK 
Medium back, black 
leather only
£330

W9701BK 
Memory return 
boardroom chair, black 
leather only
£409

W9392BK 
Cantilever,  
black leather only
£330

W9393BK 
High back,  
black leather only
£409

W9702BK 
Medium back, black 
leather only
£330

W9703BK 
Memory return 
boardroom chair, black 
leather only
£409

W9390BK 
Cantilever,  
black leather only
£330

OT EXECUTIVE
Ergonomically shaped for  
outstanding comfort.

The OT Classic chair creates a sleek minimalistic look 
for any boardroom or office environment.

The simplicity of design and firm support is what 
sets this range apart from traditional office seating.

The mechanism features an anti-shock, lockable 
knee tilt mechanism with tension adjuster to suit the 
weight of the user.

 

FEATURES 
•  Anti-shock, lockable tilt mechanism  
•  Tension adjuster  
•  Polished Chrome bases and frames
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HARVEY1/M2/
AW/L/SS
Harvey Tall with tilt 
mechanism, height and 
width adjustable arms, 
lumbar support and 
seat slide
£453

HARVEY2/M2/
AW/L/SS
Harvey Standard with 
tilt mechanism, height 
and width adjustable 
arms, lumbar support 
and seat slide
£448

HARVEY3/M2/
AW/L/SS
Harvey Small with tilt 
mechanism, height and 
width adjustable arms, 
lumbar support and 
seat slide
£427

/HR
Headrest option 
available on Harvey1 
and Harvey 2
£79

HARVEY
Supportive ergonomic chair designed by ergonomists.

We recognise that not all of our seating will be used in traditional office 
environments so we have developed our industrial seating family that has 
uncompromising strength and durability as the key drivers of its design.

ABSOLUTE
Quality task chair collection.

With its distinctive curved back and stylish detailing, Absolute is ergonomically 
designed for maximum comfort. The Mesh and Upholstered task chairs are 
offered with a range of options to suit individual needs.

ABM1/M28S/AB
Mesh Back task chair 
with adjustable 
arms and synchro 
mechanism and seat 
slide*
£365

ABUP1/M28S/AB
Upholsterd Back task 
chair with adjustable 
arms and synchro 
mechanism and seat 
slide*
£365

*Other arm and mechanism options available. Price on application.
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OC97
Task chair  
No arms
£250

OC97HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
£296

OC97FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
£306

ORTHOPAEDICA
We’ve got your back.

90 SERIES 

The 90 Series is the original model of Orthopaedica, 
built with a contoured seat and backrest; it provides 
high levels of support during prolonged seating 
periods.

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back 

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*

ORTHOPAEDICA
We’ve got your back.

200 & 300 SERIES 
Every individual is unique in their proportions, which 
is why we developed a range of back heights within 
the Orthopaedica range.

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back 

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*

OC207
Task chair  
No arms
£310

OC207HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
£356

OC207FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
£366

OC307
Task chair  
No arms
£353

OC307HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
£399

OC307FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
£409
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OC107
Task chair  
No arms
£328

OC107HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
£374

OC117
Task chair  
No arms
£378

OC117HA
Task chair  
Height adjustable arms
£424

OC107FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
£384

OC117FDA
Task chair  
Fold down arms
£434

ORTHOPAEDICA
We’ve got your back.

100 SERIES 
The 100 Series offers a wider back for a more 
encompassing sit. The upholstered outer back 
creates a softer aesthetic and can be specified in 
two-tone fabric to create a unique look.

FEATURES 
(*Selected models only)
• 5 Star base
• 60mm Hard wheel castors
• Height adjustable ratchet back
•  Independent mechanism with seat and back 

locking function*
• Fully synchronised mechanism*
• Height adjustable arms*
• Fold down arms*
• Headrest*
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W9491 
Multi-functional arms 
Black base 
£580

 W9579 
Multi-functional arms 
Black base 
£531

W9492 
Multi-functional arms 
Chrome base 
£697

W9578 
Multi-functional arms 
Chrome base 
£578

 

HIGH BACK
 

 

MID BACK
 

OT POSTURE ULTRA
Designed to provide the ultimate level 
of postural support.

The OT Posture range provides the ultimate level 
of support, ideal for those who suffer with back or 
posture issues.

With ergonomically curved backrests and 
contoured seats, the independent adjustment of 
the seat and back angle, along with the bodyweight 
tension control ensure that the user can achieve the 
optimum seated position.

One of the most cost effective posture seating 
ranges available. 
 

FEATURES 
•  Fully upholstered extra high sculpted backrest
•  Heavy duty 3 lever mechanism
•  Seat depth adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle adjustment
•  Bodyweight tension adjustment
•  Independent ratchet back height adjustment
•  Inflatable lumbar support
•  5 year guarantee

OT POSTURE DELUXE
Designed to provide the ultimate level 
of postural support.

The OT Posture range provides the ultimate level 
of support, ideal for those who suffer with back or 
posture issues.

With ergonomically curved backrests and 
contoured seats, the independent adjustment of  
the seat and back angle, along with the bodyweight 
tension control ensure that the user can achieve the 
optimum seated position.

One of the most cost effective posture seating 
ranges available. 
 

FEATURES 
•  Fully upholstered backrest
•  Heavy duty 3 lever mechanism
•  Seat depth adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle adjustment
•  Bodyweight tension adjustment
•  Independent ratchet back height adjustment
•  Inflatable lumbar support
•  5 year guarantee

W9441 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
£432

W9311 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
£432

W9445 
Drop down arms, 
Black base 
£475

W8857 
Drop down arms 
Black base 
£475

W8855 
Height & depth 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
£467

W9313 
Height & depth 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
£467

W9468 
Height adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
£459 

W9312 
Height adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
£459

W9447 
Drop down arms 
Chrome base 
£523

W8858 
Drop down arms 
Chrome base 
£523

W8856 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms  
Chrome base 
£494

W9314 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
£494

 

RADIAL BACK
 

 

SQUARE BACK
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OT POSTURE
Designed to provide the ultimate level 
of postural support.

The OT Posture range provides the ultimate level 
of support, ideal for those who suffer with back or 
posture issues.

With ergonomically curved backrests and 
contoured seats, the independent adjustment of 
the seat and back angle, along with the bodyweight 
tension control ensure that the user can achieve the 
optimum seated position.

One of the most cost effective posture seating 
ranges available. 
 

FEATURES 
•  Upholstered backrest with moulded outer shell
•  Heavy duty 3 lever mechanism
•  Seat depth adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle adjustment
•  Bodyweight tension adjustment
•  Independent ratchet back height adjustment
•  Inflatable lumbar support
•  5 year guarantee

W9442 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
£419

W9358 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
£419

W9469 
Drop down arms 
Black base 
£430

W8853 
Drop down arms 
Black base 
£430

W8851 
Height & depth 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
£430

W9359 
Height & depth 
adjustable arms 
Black base 
£430

W9473 
Height adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
£430 

W9361 
Height adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
£430

W9472 
Drop down arms 
Chrome base 
£438

W8854 
Drop down arms 
Chrome base 
£438

W8852 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
£438

W9362  
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Chrome base 
£438

 

RADIAL BACK
 

 

SQUARE BACK
 

OT POSTURE PETITE
Designed to provide the ultimate level 
of postural support.

The OT Posture range provides the ultimate level 
of support, ideal for those who suffer with back or 
posture issues.

With ergonomically curved backrests and 
contoured seats, the independent adjustment of  
the seat and back angle, along with the bodyweight 
tension control ensure that the user can achieve the 
optimum seated position.

One of the most cost effective posture seating 
ranges available. 
 

FEATURES 
•  Upholstered petite backrest with moulded outer shell
•  Heavy duty 3 lever mechanism
•  Seat depth adjustment
•  Independent seat and backrest angle adjustment
•  Bodyweight tension adjustment
•  Independent ratchet back height adjustment
•  Inflatable lumbar support
•  5 year guarantee

W9300 
No arms 
Black base 
£229

W9302 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Black base 
£360

W9301 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
£337

W9173 
No arms 
Black base 
£299 

W9175 
Height & depth  
adjustable arms 
Black base 
£360

W9174 
Height adjustable arms 
Black base 
£337

 

RADIAL BACK
 

 

SQUARE BACK
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DESKING 

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:

PAILO 
146 — 147

FULCRUM 
148

FULCRUM CE 
149

AMBUS EXEC 
150 — 151

AMBUS 
152 — 153

CORE 
154 — 155

CHEMISTRY 
156 — 157

CHEMISTRY HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE 

158 — 159

HIRISE 
160 — 161

X-RANGE
162 — 167

OT BENCH 
168 — 172

OT HEIGHT 
ADJUSTABLE  

173

OT CANTILEVER 
174 — 175

OT PANEL END 
176 — 177

DESK ACCESSORIES 
178 — 179

FABRICKS 
180 — 182

BAUDOT 
183 — 185

145
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PAILO
Bringing work home.

Pailo is a desking system featuring single and back to back benches as 
well as two shapes of project tables for more relaxed work settings.  
A natural selection for any corporate space, Pailo’s defining wood legs 
are available in a matt clear lacquer or a black stain to complement the 
wide range of top finishes available. 

The inclusion of a gantry provides a hanging space for Pailo’s versatile 
range of screens and accessories. Hanging screens can be suspended 
from the gantry by bridle leather straps, leaving the above space free 
to be used for the pendulous lighting and plants. An adjustable drape 
screens offer personalised levels of privacy, attached to the gantry they 
can be raised or lowered by the user to suit individual preference. 

Priced to individual specifications.

PROJECT TABLE 
No cut out 1650mm

PROJECT TABLE 
With cut out for power 1650mm

BOAT SHAPED PROJECT TABLE
No cut out 1800mm

BOAT SHAPED PROJECT TABLE
With cut out for power 1800mm
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FULCRUM DESK AND STORAGE
In Smoked Oak veneer.

Priced to individual specifications.

FULCRUM®

Leverage your professional profile.

Indulge yourself in an outstanding personal workspace with an executive desk from our elite Fulcrum 
collection. Thoughtfully designed worktop shapes and sophisticated concealed cable handling cater 
effectively for today’s technology, while exquisite edge details, exotic veneer inlays and matching 
storage bear witness to the underlying traditional craftsmanship.

Priced to individual specifications.

T-SHAPE EXECUTIVE SUITE
Macassar Gold veneer and gloss White lacquer,  
on polished chrome frame.

FULCRUM® CE
Different by design for the contemporary executive.

Distinctive modern styling is the hallmark of our Fulcrum Contemporary Executive furniture 
collection.  Beautifully crafted desks, chic workstation combinations and perfectly matched storage. 
Pick finishes from a palette of natural timber veneers, gloss lacquers, glass and metals to create 
office suites that exude individuality in appearance and character.
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AEWA18
1800mm workstation 2255 x 1242mm 
£1180

AEWC18
1800mm workstation 2255 x 2039mm 
£1582

AEWB18
1800mm workstation 2255 x 1651mm 
£1496

OPTIONAL MODESTY PANELS

AEMP15 for single desks £66

AEMP18 for workstations £73

AESP18
Single desk 1800 x 800mm 
£779

AMBUS® EXEC
Contemporary functionality.

Ambus Executive workstations feature drawer and cupboard storage immediately to hand, leaving 
the entire under-desk area clear. Cables route unseen through the storage unit to desk top. Ambus 
desks are offered on metal frames, in an extensive choice of shapes, sizes and finishes, with tops and 
storage fronts in both MFC and veneer. 
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AD16
Rectangular desk  
1600 x 800 
£339

AWC16
Wave desk (left or right)  
1600 x 1000/800 
£383

ACCS16
Simple compact corner desk 
1600 x 1000/800 
£383

ACWS16
Simple handed corner 
workstation 1600 x 1600/800 
£511

AMD15T
Meeting desk  
1500 x 800 
£659

AEP3T
Desk-high pedestal 
2 drawers + filing 
£339

AC16
Corner desk  
1600 x 1000/800 
£581

ACW16T
Corner workstation  
1600 x 1600/800 
£709

AMBUS®

Comfort, quality and style: the furniture of choice.

Offering a solution for every requirement, Ambus is one of the 
most comprehensive desk systems available, with matching 
storage, tables and screens. Ambus desks are offered on both 
metal frames and panel ends, in an extensive choice of shapes, 
sizes and finishes, in both MFC and veneer. 
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RECTANGULAR
800D x 730H

KFWS16 1600W  £462
KFWS18  1800W  £480

DESK HIGH PEDESTAL
430W x 730H

U6DH3XD  600D  £336
U6DH3F  600D  £314
U8DH3XD 800D  £407
U8DH3F  800D  £344

MOBILE PEDESTAL
480W x 570D x 565H

UM2XD 2 DRW  £302
UM2F 2 DRW  £243
UM3F  3 DRW  £243

MOBILE PEDESTAL
430W x 570D x 565H

UTM3XD 3 DRW  £333
UTM3F  3 DRW  £290 

SINGLE WAVE*
1000/800D x 730H

KFSW16 1600W  £530
KFSW18  1800W  £555
 
The image above is right-hand *Specify LEFT 
or RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

DOUBLE WAVE
1200D x 800H

KFSDW16 1600W  £673 

RECTANGULAR 
DESKTOP SCREEN 
UPHOLSTERED 
400H

KFU12 1200W  £165
KFU16  1400W £184
KFU18 1600W  £191
 
Suitable for the 4 leg desking

WAVE DESKTOP 
SCREEN 
UPHOLSTERED 
400H

KFUW12  1200W  £200
KFUW14 1400W £209
KFUW16  1600W  £220
KFUW18 1800W £233
 
Suitable for the 4 leg desking

RADIAL*
1200D x 730H

KFRS16 1600W  £627
KFRS18  1800W £634
 
The image above  is right-hand *Specify LEFT 
or RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

CORE
Highly contemporary design  for every office.

Core is a versatile desk system with a fresh clean aesthetic. Based around a horizontal beam 
construction, Core provides structure and rigidity and  allows for the fixing of the various  system 
elements. The flexibility designed into the system allows Core to provide a comprehensive range of 
different applications. Core is available as a four leg version  or continuous bench using simple, cost 
effective, flexible components and legs can be shared wherever necessary. 

Side-by-side workstations utilise the shared leg facility keeping costs to a minimum by  
‘losing’ a leg assembly. 
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BACK TO BACK 
STARTER DESK
Standard leg fixed top 
CHB1616  
1650D x 1600W  
£810

Standard leg sliding top 
CHBSL1616  
1650D x 1600W 
£922

SINGLE  
STARTER DESK
Standard leg fixed top 
CH1608  
800D x 1600W  
£538

Standard leg sliding top 
CHSL1608  
800D x 1600W  
£620

SINGLE  
STARTER DESK
‘O’ leg fixed top 
CHO1608  
800D x 1600W  
£609

‘O’ leg sliding top 
CHOSL1608  
800D x 1600W  
£691

BACK TO BACK 
STARTER DESK
‘O’ leg fixed top 
CHOB1616      
1650D x 1600W      
£1011

‘O’ leg sliding top 
CHOSLB1616      
1650D x 1600W      
£1123

SINGLE ADD ON
Standard leg fixed top 
CH1608A  
800D x 1600W  
£383

Standard leg sliding top 
CHSL1608A  
800D x 1600W  
£485

HORIZONTAL CABLE 
MANAGEMENT
Single cable basket 
CHBA16   
£102

Double cable basket 
CHDBA16   
£130

VERTICAL CABLE 
MANAGEMENT
Single cable Riser 
CVVCM   
£51

VERTICAL CABLE 
MANAGEMENT
Double cable Riser 
CHCRD   
£154

UNIVERSAL SCREENS
Desktop screen with standard 
top rail, includes fixing brackets 
US0416   
£228

Desktop screen with tool rail, 
includes fixing brackets 
UST0416   
£232

SINGLE ADD ON
‘O’ leg fixed top 
CH1608A  
800D x 1600W  
£383

‘O’ leg sliding top 
CHSL1608A   
800D x 1600W  
£485

BACK TO BACK  
ADD ON
‘O’ leg fixed top 
CHB1616A      
1650D x 1600W      
£613

‘O’ leg sliding top 
CHBSL1616A      
1650D x 1600W      
£730

BACK TO BACK  
ADD ON
Standard leg fixed top 
CHB1616A      
1650D x 1600W      
£613

Standard leg sliding top 
CHBSL1616A      
1650D x 1600W      
£730

CHEMISTRY DESKING
A catalyst for change.

Chemistry workstations can be configured as individual desks or as bench solutions that share 
components, allowing for the integration of partitions that form touch down workstations or meeting 
spaces. 

The range incorporates two leg styles and the ability to integrate sliding tops for ease of  
access to integrated cable management.
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A catalyst for change

Chemistry incorporates a height adjustable workstation solution allowing the user the option to vary 
their posture and stand whilst working. Chemistry features a back to back height adjustable bench 
leg option that allows the user to quickly set their optimum working height by means of a responsive 
manual adjustment or via a push button electronic mechanism.

CHEMISTRY HEIGHT  
ADJUSTABLE DESKING.

SINGLE DESK 
STANDARD CRANK
800mm depth

CHXDAK1208 1200W £1011
CHXDAK1408 1400W £1021
CHXDAK1608 1600W £1041
CHXDAK1808 1800W  £1058
CHXDAK2008 2000W £1083

BACK TO BACK 
BENCH STANDARD 
CRANK
1650mm depth

CHXDAKB1216 1200W  £2031 
CHXDAKB1416  1400W  £2060
CHXDAKB1616 1600W  £2120
CHXDAKB1816 1800W  £2172
CHXDAKB2016 2000W  £2238

SINGLE DESK 
SPEEDY CRANK
800mm depth

CHXDASK1208 1200W £1365
CHXDASK1408 1400W £1377
CHXDASK1608 1600W £1397
CHXDASK1808 1800W £1419
CHXDASK2008 2000W £1447

BACK TO BACK 
BENCH SPEEDY 
CRANK
1650mm depth

CHXDASKB1216 1200W  £2681 
CHXDASKB1416  1400W  £2719
CHXDASKB1616 1600W  £2777
CHXDASKB1816 1800W  £2839
CHXDASKB2016 2000W  £2905

SINGLE DESK 
ELECTRIC
800mm depth

CHXDAE1208 1200W £1359
CHXDAE1408 1400W £1370
CHXDAE1608 1600W  £1383
CHXDAE1808 1800W £1403
CHXDAE2008 2000W £1423

BACK TO BACK 
BENCH  
ELECTRIC
1650mm depth

CHXDAEB1216 1200W  £2629 
CHXDAEB1416  1400W  £2660
CHXDAEB1616 1600W  £2711
CHXDAEB1816 1800W  £2762
CHXDAEB2016 2000W  £2819

Full range of cable management and screens available on request.
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SINGLE DESK ON 
T-FRAME
With cable ports

HR12S 1200 x 800 £915

HR14S 1400 x 800 £924

HR16S 1600 x 800 £931

HR18S 1800 x 800 £942

SCREENS FOR 
DOUBLE BENCH
Solid and part-glazed

SOLID 1600 £266 
PART-GLAZED 1600 £527

DOUBLE  
BENCH
With cable ports

HR12D 1200 x 1600 £1976

HR14D 1400 x 1600 £1993

HR16D 1600 x 1600 £2008

HR18D 1800 x 1600 £2030

TOP-FIXED STORAGE

Pen drawer

YPD 413 x 248 x 43 £90

YWTD 879 x 259 x 43 £159

MEETING TABLES
HR222R 2200 x 1200 £1725

HR252R 2500 x 1200 £1734

HR282R 2800 x 1200 £1755

HIRISE®

Adjustable. attractive. affordable.

Stand up for a healthier lifestyle and a workplace as individual as you are with HiRise, the next 
generation of electric sit-stand desks and meeting tables. Move effortlessly between sitting and 
standing at the touch of a button, with the extra convenience of four memory presets and the safety 
of an integral anti-collision mechanism. Individual and double-sided bench desks with tops in MFC or 
veneer, complemented by matching storage. 
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X-RANGE®  
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Initial

Standard Leg Rectangular Leg Square Leg A-Frame

Add-onInitial Add-on

Strength, style and stability

X-Range bench combines elegant looks with exceptional strength and rigidity. Tops may be fixed or 
sliding, and include comprehensive and highly practical cable management as standard. Adapt as 
your needs change:  make bench runs longer or shorter by adding or removing modules as required.

X-RANGE®  

DOUBLE BENCH 
- INITIAL
With standard frame,  
fixed tops and cable ports

QBD812 1200 x 1600 £689

QBD814 1400 x 1600 £733

QBD816 1600 x 1600 £758

QBD818 1800 x 1600 £814

SINGLE BENCH  
- INITIAL
With standard frame,  
fixed tops and cable ports

QBS812 1200 x 800 £493

QBS814 1400 x 800 £512

QBS816 1600 x 800 £529

QBS818 1800 x 800 £565

DOUBLE BENCH  
- ADD-ON
With standard frame,  
fixed tops and cable ports

QBD812E 1200 x 1600 £686

QBD814E 1400 x 1600 £724

QBD816E 1600 x 1600 £748

QBD818E 1800 x 1600 £804

SINGLE BENCH  
- ADD-ON
With standard frame,  
fixed tops and cable ports

QBS812E 1200 x 800 £507

QBS814E 1400 x 800 £527

QBS816E 1600 x 800 £541

QBS818E 1800 x 800 £578
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QD16

Rectangular desk 
1600 x 800  
£335

QC16

Corner desk 
1600 x 1200 x 800 
£432

QCCS16

Compact corner desk 
1600 x 1000 x 800/600 
£378

QC120

120° workstation  
1000 x 1000 x 800 
£432

QCS16

Simple corner desk 
1600 x 1200 x 800/600 
£390

QEP3

Desk-high pedestal          
2 drawers + filing 
£303

The perfect match.

X-Range desks match X-Range bench, tables, receptions and storage, yet they provide an attractive 
and practical desk range in their own right. Shapes include rectangular and compact corner desks 
in a range of sizes, together with conference extensions and returns (with or without pedestals) and 
optional modesty panels. 

X-RANGE®
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OT BENCH 
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SINGLE HORIZONTAL  
CABLE BASKET

FBBA12 1200W £67
FBBA14 1400W £72
FBBA16 1600W £80
FBBA18 1800W £87

VERTICAL CABLE 
MANAGEMENT

FBCCM £50

DOUBLE HORIZONTAL  
CABLE BASKET

FBDBA12 1200W £119
FBDBA14 1400W £130
FBDBA16 1600W £140
FBDBA18 1800W £162

3 PERSON BENCH / 
SIDE BY SIDE  
800D x 730H Top

FBCS12-3 1200W £934
FBCS14-3 1400W £979
FBCS16-3 1600W £1018
FBCS18-3 1800W £1016

2 PERSON BENCH /  
SIDE BY SIDE 
800D x 730H Top

FBCS12-2 1200W £658
FBCS14-2 1400W £688
FBCS16-2 1600W £714
FBCS18-2 1800W £746

1 PERSON BENCH / 
STAND ALONE
800D x 730H Top

FBCS12-1 1200W £382
FBCS14-1 1400W £397
FBCS16-1 1600W £410
FBCS18-1 1800W £426

4 PERSON BENCH /  
BACK TO BACK 
800D x 730H Top

FBCD12-4 1200W £1140
FBCD14-4 1400W £1200
FBCD16-4 1600W £1252
FBCD18-4 1800W £1311

2 PERSON BENCH /  
BACK TO BACK 
800D x 730H Top

FBCD12-2 1200W £656
FBCD14-2 1400W £686
FBCD16-2 1600W £712
FBCD18-2 1800W £744

6 PERSON BENCH / 
BACK TO BACK 
800D x 730H Top

FBCD12-6 1200W £1624
FBCD14-6 1400W £1714
FBCD16-6 1600W £1792
FBCD18-6 1800W £1888

FABRIC  
SCREEN 
400H

FBFU12 1200W £177
FBFU14 1400W £184
FBFU16 1600W £189
FBFU18 1800W £196

FABRIC SCREEN  
WITH RAIL 
400H

UST0412 1200W £194
UST0414 1400W £213
UST0416 1600W £227
UST0418 1800W £237

 SCREEN FIXING 
BRACKET 

FBFBKT1 (in-line single desk) £23
FBFBKT2 (back to back desk) £23

OT BENCH 
A simple system delivering intelligent results. .

OT Bench provides a classically elegant solution to the problems of today’s modern offices. OT 
Bench offers a generous worksurface detail that provides the opportunity to create multiple 
workstation arrangements, along with variety of accessories to enhance practicality and flexibility.
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STAND ALONE TABLE
800D x 730H

FBCSMW12-1 1200w £345
FBCSMW14-1 1400w £356
FBCSMW16-1 1600w £367
FBCSMW16-1 1800w £372

OT Bench provides a classically elegant solution to the problems of today’s modern offices. OT 
Bench offers a generous worksurface detail that provides the opportunity to create multiple 
workstation arrangements, along with variety of accessories to enhance practicality and flexibility.

OT BENCH 
A simple system delivering intelligent results. 

SINGLE HA  
STANDARD CRANK 

800D

FBAK1208 1200w £780
FBAK1408 1400w £805
FBAK1608 1600w £820
FBAK1808 1800w £835
FBAK2008 1800w £850

SINGLE HA  
ELECTRIC 

800D

FBAE1208 1200w £1000
FBAE1408 1400w £1025
FBAE1608 1600w £1050
FBAE1808 1800w £1075
FBAE2008 1800w £1100

BACK TO BACK 
BENCH HA 
STANDARD CRANK
1650D

FBAKB1216 1200w £1600
FBAKB1416 1400w £1635
FBAKB1616 1600w £1670
FBAKB1816 1800w £1705
FBAKB2016 2000w £1740

BACK TO BACK 
BENCH HA  
ELECTRIC
1650D

FBAEB1216 1200w £2100
FBAEB1416 1400w £2145
FBAEB1616 1600w £2190
FBABE1816 1800w £2235
FBAEB2016 2000w £2280

OT height adjustable incorporates a simple yet practical height adjustable 
workstation that offers a solution to todays office requirements, allowing 
the user options to vary posture and stand whilst working.

OT HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE  
Reaching new heights.
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RECTANGULAR
800D x 730H

W9683 800W  £176
W9690  1000W  £188
W9684  1200W  £198
W9670  1400W  £210
W9685  1600W £220
W9686  1800W  £225

SINGLE WAVE*
1000/800D x 730H

W9967  1200W  £291
W9978 1600W £307
W9979 1800W £318
 
The image above is left-hand *Specify LEFT or 
RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

SLIMLINE WAVE*
800/600D x 730H

W9397 1200W £273
W9398 1600W £292 
 
 
The image above is left-hand *Specify LEFT or 
RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

RECTANGULAR 
DESKTOP SCREEN 
UPHOLSTERED 
400H

W9955  1200W £177
W9960   1400W  £184
W9956  1600W  £189
W9957  (800W £196

Suitable for both Cantilever and Panel End 
Desking

WAVE DESKTOP 
SCREEN 
UPHOLSTERED 
400H

W9034   1200W  £221
W9035   1400W   £226
W9036  1600W   £239
W9037  1800W   £247

Suitable for both Cantilever and Panel End 
Desking

EXTENSION UNIT 
600D x 730H

W9858  800W £165
W9857 1000W £174

RADIAL*
1170D x 730H

W9970  1600W  £336
W9971  1800W £350
 
The image above is left-hand *Specify LEFT or 
RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

OT CANTILEVER
A straight forward range, for the ever demanding office.

OT Cantilever Workstations offer a straight forward range of shapes and sizes for the ever 
demanding office environment. Incorporating fly-over tops with wire management portholes  
and complementary storage pedestals. Finished in White, Oak, Maple and Steamed Beech  
25mm MFC, with Silver metalwork. Additional meeting room tables are also available from the 
product range, if required.

CIRCULAR TABLE 
PEDESTAL BASE
900DIA. x 730H

W9198   £346

CIRCULAR TABLE 
FOUR LEGS
1200DIA. x 730H

W9197   £366

MOBILE PEDESTALS 
430W x 575D

W9974 565H £201 
W9975 565H £201 
W9961 631H £245
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RECTANGULAR
800D x 730H

W9400  800W £188
W9401   1000W £201
W9402  1200W  £213
W9403  1400W £223
W9404   1600W £234
W9405   1800W £243

SINGLE WAVE*
1000/800D x 730H

W9406  1200W  £309
W9407  1600W   £330
W9408  1800W   £340

The image above is left-hand *Specify LEFT or 
RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

RADIAL*
1170D x 730H

W9410  1600W  £354
W9411  1800W   £369

 
The image above is left-hand *Specify LEFT or 
RIGHT hand by adding suffix L or R to code

RECTANGULAR 
DESKTOP SCREEN 
UPHOLSTERED 
400H

W9955  1200W £177
W9960   1400W £184
W9956  1600W  £189
W9957  1800W   £196

Suitable for both Cantilever and Panel End 
Desking

RECTANGULAR
600D x 730H

W9413   800W  £171
W9414   100W  £182

WAVE DESKTOP 
SCREEN 
UPHOLSTERED 
400H

W9034   1200W £221
W9035   1400W   £226
W9036  1600W  £239
W9037  1800W   £247

Suitable for both Cantilever and Panel End 
Desking

OT PANEL END
A more traditional desk for a solid feel

OT Panel End Desking offers a more traditional style beyond the standard OT Cantilever Workstations 
design. The range helps to lift any office environment with its own warm welcoming look. 

Finished in White, Oak, Maple and Steamed Beech 25mm MFC. Additional meeting room tables are 
also available from the product range, if required.

CIRCULAR TABLE 
PEDESTAL BASE
900DIA. x 730H

W9198   £346

CIRCULAR TABLE 
FOUR LEGS
1200DIA. x 730H

W9197   £366

MOBILE PEDESTALS 
430W x 575D

W9974 565H £201 
W9975 565H £201 
W9961 631H £245
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GAMMA

GLIDE DYNAMIC ARM
The Glide Monitor Arm solution offers a full range of adjustability 
and is capable of holding a range of devices 

GLIDE DYNAMIC ARM £165

GLIDE TOOL RAIL ARM
Glide tool rail offers all the 
benefits of the Glide dynamic 
arm but allows the end user to 
mount the arm onto the tool rail  

G LIDE TOOL ARM £152

GLIDE FIXED LINK 
ARM 
The Glide Fixed Link Monitor 
Arm solution offers a full range 
of adjustability and is capable of 
holding a range of devices.

•   Quick release VESA Plate

•   15 year warranty

•    Available in white, white/ 
silver and black

G LIDE FIXED LINK ARM ARM £104

GAMMA + 
 

GLIDE POLE MOUNT 
ARM 
The Glide Pole Mount 
complements any office desk 
while also bringing a number of 
ergonomic bentfits 

•    Quick release VESA Plate
•    15 year warranty
•    Available in white, white/ 

silver and black
•    Low Profile Top Fix Clamp

G LIDE POLE MOUNT ARM £82

GLIDE LAPTOP 
HOLDER 
A clever solution to help 
facilitate all devices on the 
office desk. Available in Silver/ 
White and Black

GLIDE FIXED LINK ARM ARM £63

DESK ACCESSORIES

A quality range of gas operated 
monitor arms giving ergonomic 
benefits to the user.

•   Full 3D articulation 
•    Adjustable arm tension 
•     Top fix desk bracket (perfect 

for sliding top desks)

•    Full cable management 
•   Weight capacity  
 2kg - 6kg (per arm) 
•     Universal 75mm & 100mm 

Vesa plate included
•    Available in silver and white

GAMMA1  £170 
GAMMA2  £292

Offering all of the benefits of 
the Gamma range, with the 
option to have the monitor 
mounted onto either a desk 
screen tool rail, or directly onto 
a solid structure wall.

•  Adjustable arm tension 
•  Full cable management 
•   Weight capacity 2kg - 6kg  
•    Universal 75mm & 100mm 

Vesa plate included
•   Available in silver, black  

or white

RAIL MOUNT (SW)   £152 
WALL MOUNT (WM)  £252

GLIDE USB HUB 
CHARGER 
•    charging ports
•    Smart charging ports
•    25 Watts Total Output
•    5 Volts
•    5 Amps
•    2.4 Amps Max per port
•    Product can charge 2 x iPads 

& 1 x Smartphone at full 
charge rate

GLIDE USB HUB CHARGER £70

UNDER DESK MOUNT
Single Arm (HAFSA)  £98
Double Arm (2FSA)   £163

STANDARD MONITOR 
ARM 

A highly functional, yet robust 
monitor arm, available with 
either a single or double arm 
set up.

•     Fully height adjustable with 
‘quick release clamp’

•     Includes pre-installed cable 
management

•     Pole height 400mm (single 
and double)

•     Maximum reach 483mm
•     Weight capacity 13kg (per 

arm)
•     Supplied with through desk 

and clamp   
fittings

•     Universal 75mm & 100mm 
Vesa plate included

•     Available in silver, black or 
white

DESK ACCESSORIES

GLIDE CROSS BAR 

•      Quick release VESA plate 
mechanism

•      Quick portrait to landscape 
change

Glide cross bar £150

•       Discreet built in cable 
management

•      15 year warranty
•      Excellent top fix clamping     

 

CHROMA

Chroma supplied with data and media connections allows the end user to 
connect various devices quickly and efficiently.Excellent clamping fixtures 
and smart charge points makes this a practical and stylish addition to your 
desktop.

£98

CABLE SPINES
With a rotating desk fixing and 
weighted base, the spine neatly 
carries cables from the floor to 
the desk.
•    Grey, black and opaque 

(white)
•    Length 790mm (including 

fixings)
•     Base Diameter 165mm
•     13 segments (70mm x 50mm)

£22

PORT-EL
The multi configuration grommet module capable of delivering a range of 
power and data options direct to your desktop.

•   Fits standard 80mm portholes with a simple ratchet fixing 
•   Available in black, white or grey with silver outer ring as standard 
•   Multiple configurable options available to include power, data,   
   USB smart-charge, HDMI and audio 
•   Other colours available

Prices from  £29
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BLADE 

Snowsound® Technology 

FLAP 

Snowsound® Technology

MITESCO

Snowsound® Technology 

BAFFLE 

Snowsound® Technology

MITESCO TOTEM

Snowsound® Technology 
FABRICKSTM

Super Acoustic Bricks

As well as reducing reverberation, 
Snowsound® panels play an integral 
role in the improvement of acoustics 
in open plan areas. The correct 
placement of these panels can help 
to control reflection and disrupt 
sound paths, thus helping to reduce 
distraction distances.

SNOWSOUND® TECHNOLOGY.

Fabricks™ are super acoustic bricks 
made from acoustic foam and wool 
fabric, designed to look fabulous, 
divide space and reduce noise. 
Quickly configured and reconfigured, 
Fabricks™ offer the flexibility to 
change spaces in the modern open 
plan workplace by creating walls for 
meeting spaces and individual work 
areas; the dynamic of a space and 
even the location of power can be 
altered in moments.

FABRICKS

Visual Privacy Reverberation 
Control

Speech Privacy Absorb

12

Block Cover Divide

FABRICKS™
Super acoustic bricks made from acoustic foam.

The majority of office workers identify noise as a major concern. Studies have shown measured physical symptoms of stress and 
quantifiable loss of productivity when people are exposed to an uncomfortable acoustic environment. 

Acoustic comfort is not only to do with noise levels but is also dependent on the degree to which we can clearly understand speech. 
The clearer or more intelligible speech is, the greater its potential to cause distraction.

All workplace design should consider acoustic comfort. Our extensive acoustic range enables us to specify the correct solution for  
your exact needs. 
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FABRICKS™
Super acoustic bricks made from acoustic foam.

Fabricks are super acoustic bricks made from acoustic foam and wool fabric, designed to look 
fabulous, divide space and reduce noise. Quickly configured and reconfigured, Fabricks offer the 
flexibility to change spaces in the modern open plan workplace by creating walls for meeting spaces 
and individual work areas; the dynamic of a space and even the location of power can be altered 
in moments. With great acoustic credentials, Fabricks combats the increased noise levels and 
visual distractions that lead to reduced productivity. Fabricks are tested to ISO 10053 and BS EN ISO 
354:2003 achieving Class A sound absorption and fantastic sound attenuation results.

BDZ2

Baudot - Zero wall 
Wall Mounted 510mm dia 
£170

BDZ7

Baudot - Zero wall 
Wall Mounted 1000mm dia 
£592

BDZ4

Baudot - Zero wall 
Wall Mounted 560mm dia 
£267

BDZ1

Baudot - Freestanding 
£1002

BAUDOT
We’ve been keeping this one quiet…

Baudot is a beautiful example of where form meets function. As well as making a visual impact in any 
area, the range can also be used in acoustic landscaping, as a solution to noisy environments such as 
open plan offices, atria and hospitality. Freestanding and wall mounted options can be specified to 
achieve a variety of fun looks

3D BRICK WALL

Fabricks 3D brick wall 1200mm wide x 1600 mm high 
£2,214

3D BRICK WALL ON CASTORS

Fabricks 3D brick wall 1200mm wide x 1600 mm high on castors 
£2,422
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BDSR20

Baudot - Strings 
Rectangular base 
1000mm x 280mm 
£2011

BDSR8

Baudot - Strings 
Rectangular base 
500mm x 280mm 

£971

BDSC12

Baudot - Strings 
450mm Dia. 

£1311

BDSR12

Baudot - Strings 
Rectangular base 
700mm x 280mm 
£1335

BAUDOT STRINGS
We’ve been keeping this one quiet…

Baudot is a beautiful example of where form meets function. As well as making a visual impact in any 
area, the range can also be used in acoustic landscaping, as a solution to noisy environments such as 
open plan offices, atria and hospitality. Freestanding and wall mounted options can be specified to 
achieve a variety of fun looks
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STORAGE STORAGE

STORAGE

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:

CHEMISTRY 
STORAGE 
188 — 189

AMBUS 
190 — 191

HISTORE LITE 
192

WORKWALL 
193

OT STORAGE 
194 — 195

OT ESSENTIALS 
196 — 199

BISLEY GLIDE 11 
200

FILING CABINETS BY 
BISLEY 

201

BISLEY INNERSPACE 
202 — 203

SPECIALIST 
LOCKERS 
204 — 206

SGL & GLOSS 
LAMINATE DOOR 

LOCKERS 
207

STEEL LOCKERS 
208 — 209

MULTI-PURPOSE 
SHELVING

210 — 211

SERIES 90
212

SORTING SYSTEMS 
213

TROLLEYS 
214

PRINTER HUB 
215

SECURITY 
PRODUCTS 

216 — 218

FIRE RESISTANT 
SECURITY 

PRODUCTS 
219

186 187
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CHEMISTRY STORAGE 
Science of area division.

Chemistry Storage have been developed in a different way to 
the traditional filing system to respond to changing storage 
and privacy needs. Open shelves, drawers, flipper units and 
doors support a wide range of equipment, all of which can be 
incorporated into the design.

With a variety of sizes, product options and finishes available, 
Chemistry Storage is a perfect complement to our full range of 
workplace solutions.

UNDER DESK 
STORAGE
610H x 440D 

MSF5/8/2DWSP 800W  £834

UNDER DESK 
STORAGE
610H x 440D

MSF5/12/2DWSP 1200W  £869

PERSONAL  
STORAGE
730H x 440D

MSF7/8/FD 800W  £790
MSF7/16/FD 1600W  £1576

SLIDING DOOR 
CUPBOARD
730H x 440D

MSF7/16/SL 1650W  £1039

PERSONAL  
STORAGE
1150H x 440D

MSF12/8/FD 800W  £1133

SLIDING DOOR 
CUPBOARD
1150H x 440D

MSF12/16/SL 1650W  £1172
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AS7/10
800 x 735 £271
1000 x 735 £308
800 x 1065 £321
1000 x 1065 £368

AFC2/3/4
500 x 735 £457
500 x 1065 £617
500 x 1395 £754

LOCKERS
AL17451 400 x 1725 £380
AL17452 400 x 1725 £442
AL17453 400 x 1725 £486

AL17454 400 x 1725 £558
AL17455 400 x 1725 £618

AS13/17/20T
800 x 1395 £860
800 x 1725 £935
800 x 2055 £1013

AS13/17/20S
1000 x 1395 £868
1000 x 1725 £936
1000 x 2055 £1061

AS7A/10A
800 x 735 £412
1000 x 735 £472
800 x 1065 £461
1000 x 1065 £528

AS7D/10E
800 x 735 £786
1000 x 735 £895
800 x 1065 £1052
1000 x 1065 £1199

AS7S/10S
1000 x 735 £587
1000 x 1065 £681

AS716AA
1600 x 735 £703

AS7T/10T
800 x 735 £587
800 x 1065 £646

AS10B
800 x 1065 £675
1000 x 1065 £772

AMBUS® 
Effortless function, timeless style. 

Ambus offers a comprehensive collection of storage, in both MFC and 
veneer finishes. With a choice of components to meet every need, and 
optional glass tops in any RAL colour. Ambus suits all environments and 
offers solutions to every office storage requirement. 

AS13F/17G
800 x 1395 £828
1000 x 1395 £946
800 x 1725 £858
1000 x 1725 £975

AS17J/20D
800 x 1725 £1089
1000 x 1725 £1243
800 x 2055 £1127
1000 x 2055 £1283

AS17E/20B
800 x 1725 £561
1000 x 1725 £637
800 x 2055 £617
1000 x 2055 £703

AS13/17/20
800 x 1395 £373
1000 x 1395 £425
800 x 1725 £434
1000 x 1725 £497
800 x 2055 £506
1000 x 2055 £576

AS13E/17D
800 x 1395 £696
800 x 1725 £743

AS13A/17A/20A
800 x 1395 £518
1000 x 1395 £594
800 x 1725 £615
1000 x 1725 £700
800 x 2055 £700
1000 x 2055 £795
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HISTORE LITE

Height Width 800mm Width 1000mm

2380 HSL23808 £736 HSL238010 £771

2480 HSL24808 £745 HSL248010 £780

2580 HSL25808 £752 HSL258010 £788
2680 HSL26808 £760 HSL268010 £798

Unless otherwise stated all furniture priced in MFC finish.

HISTORE® LITE  
Build to the max.

Storage that maximises the full height of your office walls without the complexity or cost of built-
in furniture. Supplied flat-packed for convenience, this floor-to-ceiling storage system is easily 
assembled without the need for specialist carpentry skills or equipment. Available in heights from 
2330mm to 2905mmm in 25mm increments. Offered in a wide range of finishes, to complement all 
interior design schemes, and an extensive choice of internal fittings, HiStore Lite is an attractive and 
practical workplace storage solution.  

WORKWALL 
Walls that store more.

Developed to create a flexible solution for modern working environments, WorkWall is an innovative 
cladding system for existing walls that allows areas to be clearly segmented and defined. 

Whether in a private office or collaborative setting, areas for meeting, presenting, working and 
storing can be easily created by choosing from a range of panels and accessories. 

Priced to individual specifications.
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Wooden Shelf 
W9876 £33

Lateral Filing Frame 
W9879 £33

Pull-out Filing Frame 
W9878 £88

FILING CABINETS

FILING  
CABINETS
474W x 600D
2 drawer

W9100 730H £375

FILING  
CABINETS
474W x 600D
4 drawer

W9101 1350H £564

2000
1000W x 425D

W9874 2000H £416

870
1000W x 425D

W9875 870H £284

1200
1000W x 425D

W9876 1200H £334

16000
1000W x 425D

W9873 1600H £376 

2000 
1000W x 525D

W9871 2000H £722

*Includes one shelf 

1600 
1000W x 525D

W9870 1600H £645

*Includes one shelf 

1200 
1000W x 525D

W9869 1200H £537

*Includes one shelf 

DESK HEIGHT
1000W x 525D

W9868 730H £458 

2000
1000W x 525D

W9867 2000H £496

*Includes one shelf

DESK HEIGHT 
1000W x 525D

W9864 730H £343 

1200
1000W x 525D

W9865 1200H £381 

1600
1000W x 525D

W9866 1600H £460

*Includes one shelf

DOUBLE DOOR

TAMBOUR INTERNALS

DOUBLE DOOR INTERNALS

Wooden Shelf 
W9877 £33

Lateral Filing Frame 
W9475 £33

Pull-out Filing Frame 
W9474 £88

TAMBOURS

OT STORAGE
Designed to complement the various desking ranges.

BOOK CASES
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ESSENTIALS 
TAMBOURS 

(800W)

W90001GY 470D x 718H £366

W90003GY 470D x 1000H £357

W90005GY 470D x 1270H £394

W90007GY 470D x 1570H £436

W90009GY 470D x 1970H £494

(1000W)

W90002GY 470D x 718H £408

W90004GY 470D x 1000H £404

W90006GY 470D x 1270H £448

W90008GY 470D x 1570H £506

W90010GY 470D x 1970H £551

ESSENTIALS 
DRAWERS
(800W)

W90011GY 470D x 718H £620

W90013GY 470D x 1000H £683

W90015GY 470D x 1270H £882

(1000w)

W900112GY 470D x 718H £630

W90014GY 470D x 1000H  £772

W90016GY 470D x 1270H £914

FEATURES  
•    Space saving tambour cupboards, 

store the equivalent of 1.5 filing 
cabinet drawers on one Lateral rail 
or shelf.   (1000w unit)

•    Safety warning: Roll-out fitments 
must be fitted above waist 
height-maximum of 3 frames per 
cupboard.

•    Roll-out ant-tilt mechanism fitted 
only allowing one roll-out fitment 
to be pulled open at one time.

•    5 Year warranty under normal use.
•    Wide range of colour: Goose 

Grey (grey tambour) Black, (Black 
tambour), Chalk White (white 
tambour). Silver tambour at a 5% 
surcharge).  

FEATURES  
•    Space saving high capacity storage 

solution.
•    Secure storage for foolscap &  

A4 filling.
•     Wide range of colours: Goose Grey 

(Graphite Grey, Black, Chalk White 
& Silver at 5% surcharge).

SPACE SAVING 
TAMBOUR 
CUPBOARDS

HIGH VOLUME  
SECURE STORAGE

OT ESSENTIALS 
TAMBOURS BY BISLEY

OT ESSENTIALS  
DRAWERS BY BISLEY

LATERAL FILING RAIL 

W9711GY 1000W (only) £26

SHELF WITH UNDERSHELF FILING

W9713GY 800W £25
W9714GY 1000W £25

ROLL-OUT FILING FRAME A4  
& FOOLSCAP

W9716GY 1000W (only) £94

SLOTTED SHELF

W9717GY 1000W (only) £36
W9718GY 1000W (only) £38

ROLL-OUT DRAWER (102MM DEEP)

W97159GY 1000W (only) £120

ROLL-OUT SHELF

W9715GY 1000W (only) £81

(Pack of 5)

OT TAMBOUR INTERNALS BY BISLEY
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OT ESSENTIALS 
CUPBOARDS BY BISLEY

OT ESSENTIALS  
LODGES BY BISLEY

FEATURES
•    Supplied complete with adjustable 

shelves which also support lateral 
filing.

•    1.5 filing cabinet drawers of filing on 
one shelf (1000w unit).

•    Triple point locking.
•    5 year warranty under normal use.
•    Mastered Key Series locking.
•    Wide range of colours: Goose Grey 

(Graphite Grey, Black, Chalk White 
& Silver at 5% surcharge).

OT ESSENTIALS 
CUPBOARDS

FEATURES
•    Personal Locker units are designed 

to match with most essentials 
products.

•    Individually locking compartments 
to secure your devices and 
personal items.

•    Label holder included on each 
door

•    Mastered key locking (supplied 
with 2 keys per door).

•    Options for combination and 
digital locking on request

•    5 year Warranty under normal use.
•    (Graphite Grey, Black, Chalk White 

& Silver at 5% surcharge).

OT ESSENTALS 
LODGES

ESSENTIALS 
CUPBOARDS

(800W)

W90017GY 470D x 718H £282  

W90019GY 470D x 1000H £298

W90021GY 470D x 1270H £339

W90023GY 470D x 1570H £380

W90025GY 470D x 1970H £462

(1000W)

W90018GY 470D x 718H  £293

W90020GY 470D x 1000H  £309

W90022GY 470D x 1270H £360

W90024GY 470D x 1570H £411

W90026GY 470D x 1970H £531

ESSENTIALS  
LODGES

(800W)

YELD0807 470D x 693H £578

YELD0810 470D x 1000H £656

YELD0812 470D x 1270H £788

(1000W)

YELD1007 470D x 693Hh £593

YELD1010 470d x 1000H £672

YELD1012 470D x 1270H £824

ECONOMY CUPBOARDS

(Plus 3 combi shelves)

W9672 914W x 400D x 1950H £328

ECONOMY CUPBOARDS

(Plus 1 combi shelf)

W9692 914W x 400D x 1000H £229

ADDITIONAL COMBI SHELF

W9191 914W £21

ECONOMY CUPBOARDS

(Plus 3 combi shelves)

W9694 914W x 400D x 1806H £310

OT ESSENTIALS CUPBOARDS BY BISLEY

470D
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FEATURES
•  Broad range of widths 800w to 2400w heights 

to 1043h.
•  Internal fitments include roll-out filing frames, 

drawers, slotted shelves and shelf dividers.
•  Soft close door closure. 
•  3 door options, plain, perforated and acoustic. 
•  Glide II works perfectly with other Bisley product 

providing a complete office solution.
•  10 year warranty under normal use.

BISLEY GLIDE II®
A fresh new look for office storage.

Glide IITM, the next generation of our sliding door storage range, once again demonstrates Bisley’s 
qualities of innovation and attention to detail.   The minimalist aesthetic is achieved through our 
high quality powder-coated surface.  Most significantly, door options include a perforated finish with 
the inclusion of acoustic foam allowing the units to provide valuable sound dampening in open plan 
workplace environments.

BISLEY FILING CABINET FEATURES
•  Available in 2, 3 & 4 drawers, with full width metal flush front 

handles.
•  Safety action only allowing one drawer to be pulled open at a 

time.
• Heavy grade steel construction.
• 100% opening drawers.
• Mastered Locking - 2 keys supplied.
• Smooth action heavy duty roller ball bearing slides.
• Drawer weight loading 45kg.
• 0 year warranty under normal use.
• Colours: available in Grey with Grey drawers (GG) or Coffee 
with Cream drawers (CC)
• Also available in Black or cream at no surcharge, Silver, Graphite, 
Chalk White, Oxford Blue available at a (5% surcharge) for a full list 
of other available colour please contact us.
• To eliminate this problem we provide a Drop in Drawer Base & 
Compressor plates. They work by spreading the weight evenly 
into the drawer and provide additional structural support for the 
drawer. The compressor plates will also help keep files in place and 
upright for easy access and indexing. These items can be specified 
separately as required and the installation requires no tools.•  

OT FILING CABINET FEATURES

•  Available in 2,3 & 4 drawers, with flush front handles  
and label holders

•  One piece carcass for added strength.
•  Hard wearing textured paint.
•  Drawer weight loading 35kg.
•  5 year warranty under normal use.
•  Colours: available in Goose Grey (GY) or Coffee with  

Cream drawers (CC)

W9618 
2 Drawer 
470W x 622D x 711H 
£234

W9619 
3 Drawer 
470w x 622D x 1016H 
£269

W9620 
4 Drawer 
470W x 622D x 1321H 
£315

BS2E 
2 Drawer 
470W x 622D x 711H  
£296

BS3E 
3 Drawer 
470W x 622D x 1016H 
£354

BS4E 
4 Drawer 
470W x 622D x 1321H 
£399

FILING CABINETS BY BISLEY
Hard wearing filing solutions.
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FEATURES
•  Hard wearing Textured paint finish.
•  Finger touch geared operation.
•  3 point locking mechanism for added security.
•  Individually locking units can also be specified
•  Dual purpose shelves to accommodate under shelf lateral filing.
•  Safety warning: Roll-out fitments must not be fitted above waist height–

maximum of 3 roll-out filing frames per bay.

•  5 Year warranty under normal use 
•  Maintenance free operation.
•  Shelving bays are available in hard wearing Grey finish (G) cladding panels 

are available in a wide paint selection, for a full list of available colours please 
contact us.

BISLEY INNERSPACE®

High density mobile storage systems.

InnerSpace has been specifically designed to provide a high quality, easy to use & stylish mobile 
storage solution suitable for any office environment, releasing valuable floor space where it is 
needed most.  Simple to install, adapt and reconfigure, InnerSpace enables users to gain maximum 
storage capacity in minimum floor space and can easily be specified to manage high access activity. 

A range of heights are available to suit your needs, bays come in single and double depths for a 
variety of media types.  a wide range of internals provide further flexibility such as Roll-out filing 
frames,  lateral filing rails, drawers, reference shelves and even coat or garment hanging. 

Each system is individually specified and installed by our team of experienced designers and 
installation engineers.  Please contact us for a free site survey and quotation.
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Range of steel lockers available in a range of five 
new fresh door colours and the choice of white, 
black or silver body colours. 

These are the ONLY lockers in the UK that are Fire 
Rated Lockers - they comply with the European 
Standard - EN 13501-1: 2007 +A1: 2009 relating to 
fire performance. 

This means that these lockers will not combust, 
increase or sustain any fire within their proximity.

 Other locks available POA.

Made in the UK, this modern range of cloakroom equipment is available 
with Light Ash slats and includes single and double sided benches and hook 
benches.

All cloakroom units have robust frames constructed from 50mm round, thick 
walled tubing with welded joints for increased strength and durability and 
have Silver (RAL 9006) anti-bacterial powder coating.

Hook Bench and Benches are available with 3 seat heights making them the 
perfect solution for schools, whatever age group they teach.

Light Ash Hook Bench
Ash Solid Timber Slats
Sourced from sustainable forests.

Bench heights are Senior - 475mm, 
Junior - 400mm and Infant - 350mm, 
Hook benches have three overall 
height sizes; Senior - 1840mm, Junior 
- 1350mm and Infant - 1150mm with 
bench heights of  475mm, 400mm and 
350mm respectively.

DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS

White
RAL 9016 - WH

Black
RAL 9004 - BK

Silver
RAL 900 -SG

Orange
RAL 2003

Ocean
RAL 5024 - OC

Jade
RAL 6021 - JA

Lemon
RAL 1016 - LE

Lilac
RAL 4008 - LI

White body

Black body

Silver body

Lockers are supplied 
with a micro 
sprung 10 disc lock 
featuring 3000 serial 
combinations as 
standard. Supplied 
with 2 keys. A master 
key is available.

SPECIALIST LOCKERS
Autumn colour lockers

SPECIALIST LOCKERS
Complementry Cloakroom Equipment.

Please specify carcase and door colour when ordering by adding the relevant colour code.
Colours, with ActiveCoat as standard.

INFANT JUNIOR SENIOR

SIZE mm H x 
W x D

WIDTH DEPTH HOOKS CODE PRICE CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

LIGHT ASH BENCHES

Single sided 1000mm 305mm  BN10IN £153 BN10JU £153 BN10SE £153

Single sided 1200mm 305mm  BN12IN £172 BN12JU £172 BN12SE £172

Single sided 1500mm 305mm  BN15IN £197 BN15JU £197 BN15SE £197

Single sided 2000mm 305mm  BN20IN £263 BN20JU £263 BN20SE £263

Double sided 1000mm 720mm  BNDS10IN £275 BNDS10JU £275 BNDS10SE £275

Double sided 1200mm 720mm BNDS12IN £310 BNDS12JU £310 BNDS12SE £310

Double sided 1500mm 720mm BNDS15IN £318 BNDS15JU £318 BNDS15SE £318

Double sided 2000mm 720mm BNDS20IN £474 BNDS20JU £474 BNDS20SE £474

 LIGHT ASH HOOK BENCHES

Single sided 1000mm 350mm 5 BNHK10IN £329 BNHK10JU £329 BNHK10SE £329

Single sided 1500mm 350mm 8 BNHK15IN £398 BNHK15JU £398 BNHK15SE £398

Single sided 2000mm 350mm 10 BNHK20IN £563 BNHK20JU £563 BNHK20SE £563

Double sided 1000mm 720mm 10 BNHKDS10IN £612 BNHKDS10JU £612 BNHKDS10SE £612

Double sided 1500mm 720mm 16 BNHKDS15IN £723 BNHKDS15JU £723 BNHKDS15SE £723

Double sided 2000mm 720mm 20 BNHKDS20IN £1,018 BNHKDS20JU £1,018 BNHKDS20SE £1,018

Light Ash Bench

7012121 
305W x 305D mm 

£98

7012181
305W x 460D mm 

£117

7012122
305W x 305D mm 

£128

7012182
305W x 460D mm 

£143

7012123
305W x 305D mm 

£139

7012183
305W x 460D mm 

£167

7012124
305W x 305D mm 

£149

7012184
305W x 460D mm 

£167

7012125 
305W x 305D mm 

£159

7012185
305W x 460D mm 

£175

7012126
305W x 305D mm 

£183

7012186
305W x 460D mm 

£205

Single Door Lockers, fitted with hat shelf and double coat hook.
Rail as standard on 460mm deep lockers. Two Door lockers fitted with double coat hook in each compartment.

1780mm high Standard Lockers
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SOCKET

DOORS COMPARTMENTS CODE PRICE

1 8 LOW8SDLCWH £431

1 10 SD10LCWH £609

1 15 SD15LCWH £683

10 10 10LCWH £633

15 15 15LCWH £685

LAPTOP CHARGING AND STORAGE LOCKERS

Offering a cost effective and secure way for storing and charging laptops. The 
charging locker comes with 3 pin socket in each compartment and is perfect for 
the bulk recharging in schools and colleges.

Supplied with cam locks as standard. Other locks available POA.

Charging lockers are 1780h x 380w x 525d mm except for the LOW 8 
compartment locker which is 1000h x 380w x 525d mm.

Standard 3 pin socket in each               
compartment

REMEMBER TO 
LEAVE ADEQUATE 
SPACE FOR THE 
CHARGER

MAX
420mm

MAX
315mm

Laptop Charging Locker

SOCKET SOCKET & USB

DOORS COMPARTMENTS CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

SINGLE DOOR TABLET CHARGING LOCKER

1 8 LOW8TCWH £341 LOW8SDTUWH £382

1 10 SD10TCWH £527 SD10TUWH £579

1 15 SD15TCWH £583 SD15TUWH £660

MULTI DOOR TABLET CHARGING LOCKER

8 8 LOW8SDTCWH £379 LOW8SDTUWH £420

10 10 10TCWH £552 10TUWH £604

15 15 15TCWH £605 15TUWH £683

MULTI VISION DOOR TABLET CHARGING LOCKER

8 8 LOW8VPTCWH £445 LOW8VPTUWH £486

10 10 10VPTCWH £635 10VPUCWH £686

15 15 5VPTCWH £729 5VPUCWH £760

TABLET CHARGING LOCKERS

Offering a cost effective and secure way for storing and charging. The charging locker 
comes with 3 pin socket in each compartment and is perfect for the bulk recharging in 
schools and colleges.

Supplied with cam locks as standard. Other locks available POA.

Charging lockers are 1780h x 305w x 370d mm except for the LOW 8 compartment 
locker which is  1000h x 305w x 370d mm.

Power socket available with optional                
USB point

REMEMBER TO LEAVE 
ADEQUATE SPACE FOR 
THE CHARGER

MAX
241mm

MAX
295mm

Each compartment has a rear  
perforated panel for heat dissipation

DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS
Please specify door colour when ordering by adding the colour code.
Carcase colour is - RAL9006.

Blue - BL Red - RD White -WH

Multi Vision Door 
Tablet Charging 
Locker

Single Door Tablet 
Charging Locker

SPECIALIST LOCKERS
Tablet & laptop charging lockers.

Provides a safe environment for charging laptops, mobile phones etc
Each compartment fitted with single three-pin 13 amp socket or USB /socket.
Locker supplied with power lead, simply plug in, switch on and you are ready to charge!
Fitted with deadlocks.

1 DOOR 
1780H x 315W x 315D
GL12121C  £195

1 DOOR 
1780H x 315W x 470D
GL12181C  £209

2 DOOR 
1780H x 315W x 315D
GL12122C  £301

2 DOOR 
1780H x 315W x 470D
GL12182C  £312

3 DOOR 
1780H x 315W x 315D
GL12123C  £326

3 DOOR 
1780H x 315W x 470D
GL121833C  £338

4 DOOR 
1780H x 315W x 315D
GL12124C  £387

4 DOOR 
1780H x 315W x 470D
GL12184C  £400

END PANEL 
1780H x 315D
GLEND12 £120

END PANEL 
1780H x 470D
GLEND18 £130

GLOSS DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS
Please specify door colour when ordering by adding the colour code.

Carcase colour is - RAL9006.

Black - BK Pale Slate - PS Blue - MB White -SW

MIRROR GLOSS LAMINATE DOORS

High gloss lockers are increasingly used within offices and reception area for 
where image and style are key.

Wide range of optional colours available. Ask for details.

These mirror gloss effect laminate steel bodied lockers are supplied with cam 
locks as standard

Other locks available POA.

End panels are available to complete the look. 

3 DOOR 
1780H x 305w x 390D
SGL12123C  £310

3 DOOR 
1780H x 305W x 470D
SGL121833C  £318

4 DOOR 
1780H x 305w x 390d
SGL12124C  £358

4 DOOR 
1780H x 305W x 470D
SGL12184C  £368

1 DOOR 
1780H x 305W x 390D

SGL12121C £205

1 DOOR 
1780H x 305W x 470D
SGL12181C  £220

END PANEL 
1780H x 390D
SGLEND12 £163

2 DOOR 
1780H x 305W x 39D
SGL12122C £257

2 DOOR 
1780H x 305W x 470D
SGL12182C  £268

END PANEL 
1780H x 470dD
SGLEND18 £195

SGL DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS

Please specify door colour when ordering by adding the colour code.

Carcase colour is - RAL9006.

SOLID GRADE LAMINATE DOORS

Combines the versatility of steel lockers with the durability of 10mm solid grade 
laminate doors which incorporate a antibacterial microbial finish.

Solid grade laminate material offers a robust, elegant solution with a range of 
colours and material designs, to satisfy all requirements. Plant-on doors cover 
the front face of the locker carcase creating a wall of colour.

1800 hinge offers unparalleled levels of access to each compartment making full 
use of clear entry. Fitted with Deadlock, other locks available POA.

End panels are available to complete the look. 

Dark Grey -DG Dust -DU Blue - EB Lime -LM

Lime Yellow -LY White - PS Red - MB

SGL & GLOSS LAMINATE DOOR LOCKERS
Aesthetically appealling dry area lockers.

Multi  Door Tablet       
Charging Locker
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M12211GU 
300W x 300D mm 
£124

M12511GU 
300W x 450D mm 
£145

M12212GU 
300W x 300D mm 
£139

M12512GU 
300W x 450D mm 
£160

M12213GU 
300W x 300D mm 
£167

M12513GU 
300W x 450D mm 
£191

M12214GU 
300W x 300D mm 
£181

M12514GU 
300W x 450D mm 
£206

M12215GU 
300W x 300D mm 
£201

M12515GU 
300W x 450D mm 
£232

M12216GU 
300W x 300D mm 
£220

M12516GU 
300W x 450D mm 
£247

Single Door Lockers, fitted with hat shelf and double coat hook.

Rail as standard on 450mm deep lockers. Two Door lockers fitted with double 
coat hook in each compartment.

1800MM HIGH STANDARD LOCKERS

This simple and 
economical cam lock 
provides user access 
with a small, easily 
replaced key. The lock 
is supplied with two 
keys and a master key is 
available.

The lock cover plate and 
handle provides recesses 
to accept compartment 
numbering or 
identification.

DOOR COLOUR OPTIONS
Please specify door colour when ordering by adding the colour code.
Carcase colour is - RAL 7035. Colours, with BioCote as standard.

Light Grey
RAL 7035 - LG

Blue
RAL 5002 - UM

Red
RAL 3020 - TR

Green
RAL 6001 - EG

Dark Grey
BS.00A11 - DG

Yellow
RAL 1003 - SY

STEEL LOCKERS
Secure personal storage.

A comprehensive range of lockers with a superior finish designed and built to last. Meets the testing 
requirements of the British Standard for Clothes Lockers BS 4680:1996 ‘Standard Duty’.

Oval Handle for use   
with padlock.

This system provides 
flexibility at the loss 
of some control over 
allocation of lockers.

POA

£1 Coin Return Locks.

Ideal when lockers have 
‘shared’ users. 

The key is released 
when coin is inserted.

POA

Keyless 4 Tumbler 
Combination Lock.

Ideal for facilities where 
keys are not desirable. 

The lock can be 
reset whenever it is 
open. Supplied with 
emergency master key.

POA

Battery operated 
combination lock.

Simple to-use, battery 
operated key-less lock. 

Can be programmed for 
dedicated single user or 
multi user ‘open access’ 
mode.

POA

Sloping tops are 
essential in hygiene 
sensitive locations such 
as hospitals and the 
food industry. 

The 22 degree slope 
prevents litter being 
left on locker tops and 
makes cleaning easier.

POA

150mm high tube 
locker stands allow for 
cleaning underneath 
the lockers.

Finished in light grey.

POA

DOOR LOCK OPTIONS ACCESSORIES
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STORAGE STORAGE

BAY EXTRA LEVEL

SIZE mm  
H x W x D

UDSWL 
PER LEVEL

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

1980 x 923 x 314 360Kg SX001--GU £368 SX101GU £49

1980 x 923 x 466 320Kg SX004--GU £385 SX104GU £56

1980 x 923 x 619 180Kg SX007--GU £435 SX107GU £63

1980 x 1225 x 314 350Kg SX002--GU £459 SX102GU £64

1980 x 1225 x 466 350Kg SX005--GU £488 SX105GU £74

1980 x 1225 x 619 200Kg SX019--GU £545 SX119GU £85

1980 x 1529 x 314 175Kg SX003--GU £504 SX103GU £77

1980 x 1529 x 466 175Kg SX006--GU £564 SX106GU £90

1980 x 1529 x 619 175Kg SX008--GU £629 SX108GU £102

BAY EXTRA LEVEL

SIZE mm  
H x W x D

UDSWL 
PER LEVEL

CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

1980 x 1530 x 461 510Kg SX020--GU £463 SX120GU £116

1980 x 1530 x 611 275Kg SX021--GU £495 SX121GU £129

1980 x 1530 x 921 210Kg SX022--GU £617 SX122GU £145

1980 x 1834 x 461 635Kg SX023--GU £534 SX109GU £129

1980 x 1834 x 611 365Kg SX024--GU £577 SX110GU £143

1980 x 1834 x 921 210Kg SX025--GU £697 SX111GU £175

1980 x 2319 x 461 650Kg SX026--GU £581 SX126GU £142

1980 x 2319 x 611 400Kg SX027--GU £623 SX127GU £158

1980 x 2319 x 921 210Kg SX028--GU £719 SX128GU £197

1980 x2444 x 461 600Kg SX029--GU £615 SX112GU £156

1980 x 2444 x 611 445Kg SX013--GU £667 SX113GU £173

1980 x2444 x 921 210Kg SX014--GU £792 SX114GU £215

STANDARD DUTY

Each bay comes with FIVE 18mm chipboard shelves and steel beams.

HEAVY DUTY 

Each bay comes with THREE 18mm chipboard shelves and steel beams.

UPRIGHT COLOUR OPTIONS
Please specify upright colour when ordering by adding the colour code.
Beam colour is - RAL7035.

Light Grey - GU Dark Grey - GX Red - RD Blue -GB

MULTI-PURPOSE SHELVING
Tap together shelving bays.

Simple tap together assembly shelving bays, offer robust and economic storage solution.
Choice of Standard and Heavy duties to meet your workplace needs.
Hard wearing finish in a choice of colours.
Protective feet are included.
Extra shelf levels available.

FSC certified, sustainable chipboard supplied as standard.

STARTER BAY EXTENSION BAY

SIZE mm  
H x W x D CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

1830 x 900 x 300 18900300OST £133 18900300OEX £109

1830 x 900 x 350 18900350OST £144 18900350OEX £118

1830 x 900 x 400 18900400OST £155 18900400OEX £126

1830 x 900 x450 18900450OST £168 18900450OEX £137

1830 x 900 x 600 18900600OST £218 18900600OEX £177

1830 x 1000 x 300 181000300OST £136 181000300OEX £113

1830 x 1000 x 500 181000350OST £148 181000350OEX £122

1830 x 1000 x 400 181000400OST £160 181000400OEX £131

1830 x 1000 x450 181000450OST £173 181000450OEX £141

1830 x 1000 x 600 181000600OST £225 181000600OEX £184

OPEN BACK SHELVING BAY

Rear of bays are open sided with cross bracing.

REAR CLAD SHELVING BAYS 

Rear of bays are solid clad, stopping items being pushed of the back of shelves.

STARTER BAY EXTENSION BAY

SIZE mm  
H x W x D CODE PRICE CODE PRICE

1830 x 900 x 300 18900300CST £160 18900300CEX £136

1830 x 900 x 350 18900350CST £171 18900350CEX £145

1830 x 900 x 400 18900400CST £182 18900400CEX £153

1830 x 900 x450 18900450CST £195 18900450CEX £164

1830 x 900 x 600 18900600CST £245 18900600CEX £204

1830 x 1000 x 300 181000300CST £164 181000300CEX £140

1830 x 1000 x 500 181000350CST £175 181000350CEX £149

1830 x 1000 x 400 181000400CST £187 181000400CEX £158

1830 x 1000 x450 181000450CST £200 181000450CEX £169

1830 x 1000 x 600 181000600CST £252 181000600CEX £212

MULTI-PURPOSE SHELVING
Adjustable shelving system..

Made in the UK IKON shelving with its white and stylish finish is a strong choice for commercial 
environments.

Shelves adjustable on 25mm pitch and carry 100kg load.

Hard wearing White (RAL9016) and incorporating ActiveCoat anti-bacterial coating, make this 
system suitable for clean environments.

All bays are 1830mm high with 6 shelf levels and are available as Starter and Extension bays.                           
Shelving starter and extension bays make ordering easy. To create a run just order a starter bay and 
the correct number of extensions bays.

Accessories available include Doors, Dividers, Pull-out Shelves and File Cradles. Call for details.
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STORAGE STORAGE

OPEN BENCH:

Open storage space under

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

900W 3BEO90B £360
1200W 3BEO120B £374
1500W 3BEO150B £436
1800W 3BEO180B £445

Contract - Light duty - 900 high

1200W 3CEO120B £360 
1500W 3CEO150B £371 
1800W 3CEO180B £431 

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

900W 3BEO90A £368
1200W 3BEO120A £381
1500W 3BEO150A £400
1800W 3BEO180A £440

Contract - Light duty - 750 high

1200W 3CEO120A £338 
1500W 3CEO150A £349 
1800W 3CEO180A £380 

OPEN BENCH WITH CENTRE SHELF

Both end and back panels plus a second shelf for enhanced 
storage.

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

1200W 3BES120B £712 
1500W 3BES150B £818 
1800W 3BES180B £876

Contract - Light duty - 900 high

1200W 3CES120B £620 
1500W 3CES150B £682 
1800W 3CES180B £728 
 

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

1200W 3BES120A £679 
1500W 3BES120A £796 
1800W 3BES120A £839

Contract - Light duty - 750 high

1200W 3CES120A £611 
1500W 3CES150A £662 
1800W 3CES180A £703

CUPBOARD WITH SLIDING LOCKING DOORS

Fully enclosed with both end and back panels, centre shelf and 
lockable sliding doors.

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

1200W 3BEC120B £863 
1500W 3BEC150B £974 
1800W 3BEC180B £1039

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

1200W 3CEC120B £509 
1500W 3CEC150B £825 
1800W 3CEC180B £876

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

1200W 3BEC120A £781 
1500W 3BEC150A £899 
1800W 3BEC180A £949

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

1200W 3CEC120A £684 
1500W 3CEC150A £758 
1800W 3CEC180A £797

OPEN BENCH: WITH BOTTOM SHELF: 

Full size lower shelf

Standard - Heavy duty - 900 high

1200W 3BEB120B £446
1500W 3BEB150B £490
1800W 3BEB180B £535

Contract - Light duty - 900 high

1200W 3CEB120B £426 
1500W 3CEB150B £460 
1800W 3CEB180B £496 

Standard - Heavy duty - 750 high

1200W 3BEB120A £454
1500W 3BEB150A £507
1800W 3BEB180A £525

Contract - Light duty - 750 high

1200W 3CEB120A £390 
1500W 3CEB150A £406 
1800W 3CEB180A £465 

SERIES 90
Modular benches for mail rooms and print rooms.

The longest-life mail/print room solutions in the UK. The Standard range is heavy duty – it offers a 
uniquely robust, and long-lasting work surface and/or storage solution for ergonomic and efficient operations.

The tops on the Standard range is 28mm High Pressure laminate with a dark grey edge, and a “Contract”, lighter  
grade melamine faced 25m top is also available for less arduous environments or where budgets are reduced.

Each bench comes with a rugged steel frame and is available in 4 lengths with optional upstands and/or 
mobility castors.

A complete design and installation service is available for complete mail/print room transformation.

COMPASS SORT UNITS

3U1200/20/WB 
4 Column Open Base, 295 wide shelf,   
20 compartment.  1005H x 1200W x 400D
£693

FOUR COLUMN OPEN BASE UNIT COMPACT FOUR COLUMN  OPEN UNIT

3U1200/12/WC  
4 Column Open Base, 295 wide shelf,  
12 compartment.  645H x 1200W x 400D 
£535

FOUR COLUMN BENCH  MOUNTED UNIT

3U1200/24/WA
4 Column Open Base, 295 wide shelf, 
12 compartment. 645H x 1200W x 400D 
£785

A4 EASI SORT  
318mm W x 343mm D compartments

3SCS06   1016 high with 24 compartments   £359

EXTRA WIDE 
406mm W x 343mm D compartments

3SCS09   915 high with 18 compartment   £354

EXTRA DEEP 
318mm W x 457mm D compartments

3SCS08   1016 high with 24 compartments   £403

A4 EXACT SORT  
318mm W x 343mm D compartments

3SCS02   915 high with 18 compartments   £298

SORTING SYSTEMS
Modular sorting systems for mail rooms and print rooms.

FLEXIBUILD UNITS
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STORAGE STORAGE

GT1

DOUBLE CLASSIC SACK HOLDER

GT2 GT3

A highly manoeuvrable versatile trolley  ideal 
for locations where space is at a  premium. 
The GT1 features two large  capacity nesting 
baskets which can be  easily removed from 
the trolley frame.

Accessories - Rear pannier basket &  
concertina sorters for the front baskets.

Medium size trolley which features 2 large 
capacity nesting baskets that can be easily 
removed. The top basket has a unique lilting 
mechanism allowing easier access to the 
bottom basket.

Accessories - Rear pannier basket & 
concertina sorters for the front baskets. 

The GT3 is a large capacity trolley for the 
distribution of mail, heavy parcels, medical 
records etc. The GT3 features large diameter 
wheels & swivel castors in a diamond 
configuration allowing the trolley to turn in its 
own length. Available with removable mesh 
sides (as shown) or with 2 long baskets or 
with 4 individual baskets.

Accessories - Rear pannier basket & 
concertina sorters for the baskets. 

3TRGT1/2 915L x 610W x 1000H £258 3TRGT2/2 1030L x 610W x 1000H £299

3TRGT3/2 

2 long Baskets 1200L x 610W x 1070H £488

3TRGT3C3 
Platform trolley with side and end panels only 
1200L x 610W x 1070H  £673

CLASSIC MINOR TROLLEY

The Minor is a versatile trolley, ideal for locations 
where space is a premium. Features 2 hook on nest-
ing baskets which are easily removed. Trolley frame 
has a sheet steel base welded on so trolley can be 
used to move boxes etc.

Accessories - Concertina sorters for the front 
baskets.

3TRMIN   £192 

CLASSIC SENIOR TROLLEY

The Senior is a stylish general purpose trolley that 
has non-marking buffering to the front & both sides, 
plus revolving buffers above the front castors for 
added protection to doors & walls. There are 2 easily 
removed nesting baskets which are staggered to 
give good access to the bottom basket.

Accessories - Rear pannier basket & concertina 
sorters for the front baskets.

3TRSEN   £333 

Robust and mobile sack holders feature in our Classic 
range. Designed to improve efficiency and handling of 
heavy sacks of mail or packages. Each of the range of 
Classic Sack Holders accommodates Royal Mail sacks 
and most standard sizes of sack. Sack suspension 
hooks are tucked neatly under the frame to avoid 
injury or snagging and yet are easy to access, and 
arranged so that sacks can be changed independently.

The Classic Sack Holders are mobile on 4 heavy duty 
castors allowing for easier manual handling and 
manoeuvrability. Available as standard in a variety of 
sack configurations to suit any requirement; Single, 
Double, Triple and Four-in-line, but other combinations 
are possible.

3TRSH2    
Double Classic Sack Holder (in line) £204

TROLLEYS
.

PRINTER HUB
Collective space.

Senator’s printer hub is designed to create one collective space to house office printing resources. 
The printing hub creates a clean aesthetic to the workspace, and creates an acoustic aid in an area 
that can often cause distraction.
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STORAGE STORAGE

SECURITY PRODUCTS
A practical range of safes available in various sizes and featuring both  
key lock and electronic options as standard.

PROTECTOR DUO SECURITY SAFE

PROTECTOR 
DUO KEY

Key lock Safe(73kgs)  
EXTERNAL 450W x 380D x 350H

INTERNAL 390W x 300D x 290H

£310.27

A sturdy, compact safe with a manufacturers 
insurance rating of £4k cash and £40k 
valuables. The safe has a lockable internal 
compartment for extra security and is ideal 
for small office/home office environments.

CERTIFIED SECURITY SAFES - S2

DRS VEGA 10K Key lock safe (26kgs) £230

DRS VEGA 10E Electronic safe (26kgs)

External 325W x 325D x 275H

Internal 250W x 215D x 200H

£419

DRS VEGA 40K Key lock safe (40kgs) £337

DRS VEGA 40E Electronic safe (40kgs)

External 450W x 380D x 330H

Internal 375W x 270D x 255H

£519

DRS VEGA 50K Key lock safe (41kgs) £349

DRS VEGA 50E Electronic safe (41kgs)

External 360W  x 400D x 430H 

Internal 285W x 290D x 355H

£536

DRS VEGA 65K Key lock safe (73kgs) £562

DRS VEGA 65E Electronic safe (73kgs)

External 490W x 410D X 660H

Internal 375W x 295D x 575H

£745

FEATURES 

Independently certified and approved to security standard S2 (EN14450)

 Insurance Rating of £4k cash & £40k valuables

Electronic option allows 2 x user codes and time delay function

Adjustable shelves for convenient storage and has fixing bolts included

Perfect for most commercial and office environments.

PREMIUM SECURITY SAFES 

FEATURES 
Manufacturers Insurance Rating of £2k cash & £20k valuables  

5 mm steel door

Electronic lock with 3 – 8 digit personal code  

2 x Emergency Access Keys  

Audible alert when a wrong code is entered

Key Hooks on inside of door  

Ready prepared for rear or base fixing.  Bolts supplied  

Laptop model extra wide

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 250K

Key lock safe (11kgs)

External 350W x 250D x 250H

Internal 240W x 180D x 240H

£106

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 250E

Key lock 250E safe (11kgs)

External 350W x 250D x 250D

Internal 240W x 180D x 240H

£114

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 350E

Electronic 350E safe (17kgs)  

External 350W x 360D x 380H

Internal 340W x 316D x 370H 

£142

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 610E

Electronic 610E safe (29kgs)

External 450W x 380D x 610H

Internal 440W x 316D x 600H

£289

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 810E

Electronic 81E safe (40kgs) 

External 490W x 400D x 810H

Internal 480W x 336D x 800H

£356

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 
LAPTOP SAFE

Key lock laptop safe (16kgs) £151

PROTECTOR 
SIRIUS 
LAPTOP SAFE

Electronic laptop safe (16kgs)

External 500W x 410D x 260H

Internal 490W x 340D x 250H

£163

SECURITY PRODUCTS
.

EUROGRADE SECURITY SAFES 

A range of Eurograded safes, independently tested and certified to Grade 1 
(EN1143-1). Meeting an insurance rating of £10k cash & £100k valuables, the DRS 
Prisma is perfect for protecting high value items for most commercial and office 
environments.  Key lock is standard with optional electronic lock priced on request.

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S0 KEY

Key lock safe (41kgs) £862

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S0 E

Electronic safe (41kgs)

External 390W x 265D x 350H

Internal 300W x 145D x 270H

£1,148

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S1 KEY

Key lock safe (61kgs) £975

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S1 E

Electronic safe (61kgs)

External 420W x 445D x 430H

Internal 330W x 325D x 350H

£1,262

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S2 KEY

Key lock safe (76kgs) £1,125

DRS PRISMA  
G1/S2 E

Electronic safe (76kgs)

External 420W x 445D x 600H

Internal 330W x 325D x 520H

£1,412

PROTECTOR SECURITY CUPBOARDS 

LLOYD 90D 
CUPBOARD

Protector Standard Cupboard

External 930W x 520D X 1950H

Internal 830W x 400D x 1785H

£1,255

LLOYD 120D 
CUPBOARD

Protector Plus Cupboard

 External 1200W x 520D X 1950H

Internal 1100W x 400D x 1785H

£1,634

A great value solution for protecting multiple documents from theft.  Available in  
2 sizes they are ideal for commercial, schools & colleges and healthcare 
environments. Both sizes feature adjustable shelves and hold 50 and 65 lever-arch 
folders respectively.
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SECURITY PRODUCTS
.

DAY DEPOSIT SAFES

PROTECTOR DAY 
DEP MP1

Key lock safe (25kgs) £280

PROTECTOR DAY 
DEP MP1E

Electronic safe (25kgs)

External 250W x 250D x 290H

Internal 244W x 212D x 380H

£440

A solid day deposit safe featuring retaining key lock, lockable deposit compartment, 
anti-fish drop. The MP range is a great solution for larger deposits for most 
commercial environments and is available with key lock or electronic lock options as 
standard.

DEPOSIT SAFES

DRS NEUTRON 
DEPOSIT G0/S1

Key lock safe (118kgs)

External 480W x 460D x 650H 

Internal 280W x 300D x 280H

£1,726

DRS NEUTRON 
DEPOSIT G0/S2

Key lock safe (137kgs)

External 480W x 460D x 830H  

Internal 280W x 300D x 460H

£1,909

The DRS Neutron range provides excellent protection for storing large amounts of 
cash and high value items.  A manufacturers insurance rating of £6k cash and £60k 
valuables    featuring a secure lockable drawer and key retaining locking deposit 
compartments helps provide you with extra peace of mind.

FIRE RESISTANT SECURITY PRODUCTS
Ideal for protecting  documents from fire and theft.

FEATURES 
Independently tested and certified for 90 mins protection against fire (NT Fire-017 90P)

Ideal choice for protecting large quantities of documents

Meets exam paper storage requirements

Independently locking drawer system for selective access

Electronic lock available, extra cost & lead time

Data box for protecting magnetic media also available on request PO

PROTECTOR FIRE RESISTANT FILING CABINETS

PROTECTOR PREMIUM SECURITY SAFES 

PROTECTOR 
DROP SLOT

External 150W x 150D x 290H

Internal 145W x 145D x 285H

£85

A robust drop slot deposit box with detachable lid for access to the 
contents. Ideal for depositing cash, cards, keys.

PROTECTOR PREMIUM SECURITY SAFES 

A perfect cash handling system for small everyday deposits.  Can be 
secured under the counter storing up to 350 notes and a detachable notes 
container.

PROTECTOR 
CASH DEPOSIT

External 100W x 190D x225H £60

PROTECTOR FIRE RESISTANT SAFES  
- 120 MIN PROTECTION

PROTECTOR 120 
MIN ES-045

Electronic laptop safe (110kgs)

External 479W x 467D x 629H

Internal 326W x 304D x 475H

£651

PROTECTOR 120 
MIN ES-065

Electronic laptop safe (137kgs)

External 549W x 507D x 669H

Internal 398W x 346D x 519H

£710

PROTECTOR 120 
MIN ES-080

Electronic laptop safe (165kgs)

External 580W x 507D x 791H

Internal 416W x 346D x 638H

£806

Independently certified and tested to Fire Resistant classification NT Fire-017 120P, 
the Protector 120 range will protect paper and digital media from fire for up to 120 
mins.  Available in 3 sizes featuring an electronic lock with LCD.

PROTECTOR FIRE RESISTANT SAFES  
- 60 MIN PROTECTION

PROTECTOR 60 
MIN EM-15

Electronic safe (27kgs)

External 390W x 320D x 296H

Internal 310W x 215D x 216H

£234

PROTECTOR 60 
MIN ES-20

Electronic laptop safe (49kgs)

External 480W x 388D x 345H

Internal 355W x 260D x 220H

£310

PROTECTOR 60 
MIN ES-031D

Electronic laptop safe (60kgs)

External 410W x 445D x 520H

Internal 305W x 320D x 415H

£387

Independently certified and tested to Fire Resistant classification NT Fire-017 60P, 
the Protector 60 range will protect paper and digital media from fire for up to 60 
mins.  Available in 3 sizes featuring an electronic lock with LCD.

W9226 SF-680-4DK  

External 528W x 678D x 1506H    

Internal 386W x 525D x 242H

£1,192

W9227 SF-680-2DK 

External 528W x 678D x 778H

Internal 386W x 525D x 242H

£898
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DISPLAY & 
PRESENTATION  

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:

FRAMLESS ACOUSTIC NOTICEBOARDS
222

ALUMINIUM FRAMED 
222

TAMPERPROOF   
222

WRITEON GLASS
223

WRITEON REVOLVING 
224

SHIELD GLAZED DISPLAY CABINETS  
224

DRY WIPE BOARD  
225

220 221
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FRAMELESS ACOUSTIC 
NOTICEBOARDS

ALUMINIUM FRAMED TAMPERPROOF 

Mount portrait or landscape.
Through the board fixings.
Can create acoustic wall.

Mount portrait or landscape.
Concealed corner fixings.
Ideal for busy environments.

Protects against casual interference.
Concealed corner fixings and matching keys.
Ideal for sensitive areas and corridors.

SIDE HINGED TOP HINGED WITH SUPPORT STAYS

UFB32**  

600H x 900W £30

UFB44**  

1200H x 1200W £56

UFB64**  

1200H x 1800W £92

22632**  

600H x 900W £43

22644**  

1200H x 1200W £86

22664**  

1200H x 1800W £14

CBT32**  

900H x 600 £105

CBT44**  

1200H x 1200W £167

CBT64**  

1200H x 1800W* £270

27301**  

600H x 900W £118

27303**  

900H x 1200W £157

27304**  

1200H x 1200W £177

2738**  

1200H x 1800W* £338

UFB43** 

900H x 1200WW £46

UFB54**  

1200H x 1500WW £76

UFB84**  

1200H x 2400W £,1013

22643** 

900H x 1200W £76

22654**  

1200H x 1500W £108

22684**  

1200H x 2400W £162

CBT43** 

1200H x 900W £145

CBBT84**  

1200H x 2400W* £318

27302** 

900H x 900W £147

27305**  

1200H x 900W £157

2736**  

900H x 1800W* £294

2737**  

1200H x 2400W* £384

Pinnable acoustic wall created 
with 6 x 1200 x 1200mm boards

Light BlueBlue PurpleCharcoal RedGrey OrangeNatural Apple Green

LBBL PUCH RDGY ORNA AG GR

** add colour code * Double door noticeboards - Top Hinged come in 2 halves 

PRESENTATION AND DISPLAY
Eco-ColourTM Resist-a-Flame® Noticeboards

Our new Eco-Colour™ boards offer an affordable solution to fire resistant noticeboards, 
ideal for use in busy public spaces! Fire Resistant - BS EN 13501 Class B. Made from 
recycled materials. Acoustic properties up to  NRC 0.8. Self-coloured pinnable core. 
 All available in 10 colours, see swatches at bottom of page.

WHITE ONLY

G1015/WH 

1000H x 1500W £233

G1020/WH 

1000H x 2000W £328

G9012/WH 

1200H x 900W £177

WHITE ONLY

G1212/WH 

1200H x 1200W £223
G1218/WH 

1200H x 1800W £308

G1224/WH 

1200H x 2400W £420

G5000 

Pen Tray £16.50

ALL COLOURS

G5050/**  

500H x 500W £60

G4560/**

600H x 450W £63

WHITE OR 
BLACK ONLY

G6090/**  

900H x 600W £115

G6510/**  

1000H x 650W  £132

GLASS  
FLIPCHART EASEL

441070  

1000H x 700W

£275

GLASS REVOLVING 
WHITEBOARD

441290  

900H x 1200W

£499

BlackWhite Red Blue Yellow

BKWH RD BL YL

Grey Violet Sky Blue Orange Lime

GY VI SK OR LM

** add colour code 

WRITE-ON® GLASS  
REVOLVING WHITEBOARDS

WRITE-ON® GLASS 
FLIPCHART EASEL

1000 x 700mm glassboard.
Steel backed to accept super strength magnets.
White steel frame with black accent features.
Manoeuvres on a star base with locking castors.
Adjustable hook over flip pad hangers.
Full width aluminium pen tray.

1200 x 900mm double sided glassboard.
Board tilts and locks into the desired position. 
Steel core to accept super strength magnets.
White steel frame with black accent features.
Manoeuvres on sturdy feet with locking castors.
Full width steel pen tray and flip pad hangers.

PRESENTATION AND DISPLAY
WriteOn® magnetic glass whiteboards

The ultimate in contemporary drywipe presentations. The clean lines of this magnetic 
glass drywipe board is enhanced by the chrome mounts which float the board away 
from the wall. Available in a choice of 10 sizes from 500mm square up to 2.4 metres wide. 
The surface cleans easily with no ghosting. For use with high power glass whiteboard 
magnets. Optional matching glass pen tray available. All fixings included. 
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DISPLAY & PRESENTATION DISPLAY & PRESENTATION

NON-MAGNETIC

447431 

900H x 1200W £182

447341 

1200H x 900W £182

447441 

1200H x 1200W £191

447541 

1200H x 1500W £207

447641 

1200H x 1800W £246

MAGNETIC

447433 

900H x 1200W £195

447343

1200H x 900W £195

447443 

1200H x 1200W £216

447543 

1200H x 1500W £236

447643 

1200H x 1800W £289

** add colour code 

Blue RedAluminium

Green White Black

BL RDAL

GR WH BK

Aluminium display cabinets offer contemporary 
styling while displaying your precious items behind 
lockable quality toughened safety glass. Whether 
you choose satin aluminium or powder coated 
coloured options; the quality will speak for itself. 
Supplied ready assembled. Floor units have lockable 
castors for ease of movement, button feet on 
request. 

SHIELD® GLAZED  
DISPLAY CABINETS

WALL

XS1000/**  

1200W x 200D x 900H

£935

CUPBOARD

XS1004/** 

1200W x 600D x 900H

£2,144

TOWER

XS1002/** 

600W x 600D x 2000H

£1,466

WIDE TOWER

XS1006/** 

1200W x 600D x 2000H

£1,887

PRESENTATION AND DISPLAY
WriteOn® revolving whiteboards.

Double sided whiteboard that can pivot on its horizontal axis. Enables both sides to be 
used, or the surface angled towards the audience. Available with coated steel writing 
surface that has the advantage of accepting magnets, or non-magnetic surface that is 
one side plain, one side gridded. Sturdy steel frame has 4 castors, 2 of which are locking. 
Steel cross bars aid rigidity and house the supplied pen tray. 

DRY WIPE BOARD
Mobile working.

The Mobile Wipe Board is perfect for a range of settings including 
offices, meeting rooms, collaborative areas and educational 
environments.

A sturdy frame and base ensures stability and castors allow for 
smooth manoeuvring and easy transportation. 

The addition of a shelf keeps pens and erasers close at hand.

Price on application.
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FABRICS FABRICS

FABRICS

01952 685 333

furniture@officeteam.co.uk

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Our Customer Service Team is on hand to help you with all  
of your furniture enquiries and orders, contact us on:

CAMIRA - X2
228

 
CAMIRA - XTREME

229

CAMIRA - PHOENIX  
230

CAMIRA - ADVANTAGE  
231 

 
CAMIRA - LUICA

232

CAMIRA - CARA
233

226 227
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X2 – Equation AK004 X2 – Fraction AK003 X2 – Divide AK015 X2 – Calculus AK008

X2 – Valve AK006 X2 – Add AK012 X2 – Formula AK017X2 – Polygon AK002

UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Camira – X2.

X2 provides stretch, flammability and abrasion performance in an unobstrusive background grey 
mélange effect. The subtle dark tones create texture and dimension within a playful colour palette of 
brights through to subtle neutrals.

Apple YS096Appledore YS077 Bonaire YS172 Blizzard YS081

Tobago YS030

Lobster YS076

Sombrero YS046

Calypso YS106

Tarot YS084

Tonga YS160

Osumi YS171

Curacao YS005

Slip YS094Aruba YS108

Ocean YS100

Havana YS009

Padang YS145

Scuba YS082

Windjammer YS047

UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Camira  – Xtreme.

A huge range of fabrics and colours are available.  
Please contact your local sales office for a free fabric sample card.
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UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
 Camira – Phoenix.

UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
 Camira – Advantage.

A huge range of fabrics and colours are available.  
Please contact your local sales office for a free fabric sample card.

Wine – AD020 Grape – AD029

Fox – AD119 Leaf – AD030 Turquoise – AD027 Cobalt – AD004

Largo – AD112Aztec – AD113 Mineral – AD010Sea Blue – AD017

Teal – AD120Raspberry – AD127 Adriatic – AD001 Nightshade – AD011

Peat – AD131

Shamrock – AD121 Riviera – AD123 Trent – AD214 Granite – AD009

Sandvale – AD106Beetroot – AD116 Charcoal – AD028 Black – AD055

Cinnamon – AD111 Cranberry – AD005 Persian – AD101 Trident – AD124

Red – AD014Fjord – AD125 Pewter – AD072 Tawny – AD098

Damson – AD093 Aqua – AD002 Kingfisher – AD122Delta Blue – AD026

Clipper – AD126 Purple – AD118 Graphite – AD066 Hobbit – AD213

Oasis – AD117

A huge range of fabrics and colours are available.  
Please contact your local sales office for a free fabric sample card.

Sandstorm – YP107 Olympic – YP113

Bluebell – YP097Ocean – YP100Montserrat – YP011 Calypso – YP106

Costa – YP026 Arawak – YP016 Bluefield – YP021Blizzard – YP081

Taboo – YP045Scuba – YP082 Cayman – YP024 Havana – YP009

Jamaica – YP027 Tobago – YP030Sombrero – YP046 Lobster – YP076

Solano – YP110 Nougat – YP111Paseo – YP019Guyana – YP051

Apple – YP108 Campeche – YP112 Parasol – YP109 Curacao – YP005

Windjammer – YP047Rainforest – YP114 Belize – YP105Tarot – YP084
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SCREEN FABRICS
Camira  – Luica.

Lucia is an ever popular crepe weave synthetic panel fabric. It’s manufactured from 100% recycled 
polyester saving virgin raw materials and for a reduced environmental footprint. With a non lustrous 
appearance, its bold and bright colour palette is designed to complement the Xtreme range for 
upholstery. 

Glass - EJ004

Lead - EJ104

Inverness - EJ175

Hillswick - EJ190

Spray - EJ033

Adriatic - EJ154

Fair Isle - EJ186

Lerwick - EJ194

Carron- EJ015

Galilee - EJ125

Vit - EJ184

Lomond - EJ192

Merrick- EJ048

Chaucer - EJ172

Easdale - EJ188

Denny - EJ196

Walten- EJ011

Dolphin - EJ105

Cluanie - EJ180

Shetland - EJ191

Tummel - EJ038

Clan - EJ169

Lora - EJ187

Maree - EJ195

Portland - EJ016

Black - EJ138

Staffa - EJ185

Beltane - EJ193

Cara - EJ076

Austen - EJ173

Ronay - EJ189

Lossie - EJ197

SCREEN FABRICS
Camira – Cara.

Cara is a plain weave panel fabric available in a wide selection of commercial colourways. One of our 
most popular vertical surface fabrics, Cara is used extensively on desk screens, wallsides and on pin 
boards.

Adobo – YB165

Reef – YB085

Montserrat – YB011

Buru – YB170

Arecibo – YB099

Lobster – YB087

Ocean – YB100

Sandstorm – YB302

Bermuda – YB084

Aruba – YB093

Scuba – YB089

Taboo – YB045

Bluebell – YB097

Steel – YB095

Turtle – YB098

Tarot – YB090

Slip – YB094

Calypso – YB106

Tequila – YB038

Marianna – YB157

Blizzard – YB108

Windjammer – YB047

Martinique – YB004

Tortuga – YB168

Mauve – YB069

Campeche – YB301

Diablo – YB101

Paseo – YB019

Solano – YB088 

Cayman – YB024

Bridgetown – YB102

Jamica – YB027

Curacao – YB005

Costa – YB026

Belize – YB105

Tobago – YB030

Madura – YB156

Oyster – YB107

Sombrero – YB046

Blufield – YB021

Apple – YB096

Havana – YB009

Rum – YF086
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INDEX
Find what you need from A - Z.

ABSOLUTE 135
AD-LIB 82 – 83
AD-LIB TABLES 66 – 67
ALUMINIUM FRAMED 222
AMBUS 58 – 59
AMBUS 152 – 153
AMBUS 190 – 191
AMBUS EXEC 150 – 151
BAUDOT 183 – 185
BISLEY GLIDE 11 200
BISLEY INNERSPACE 202 – 203
CASPER 108 – 109
CELLPODS 48 – 49
CHEMISTRY 156 – 157
CHEMISTRY HEIGHT  
ADJUSTABLE 158 – 159
CHEMISTRY STORAGE  188 – 189
CIRCO 80 – 81
CLARA 46
CLARITY 38 – 39
CLIPPER 121
CONIC 18 – 19
CONNAUGHT 34
COOPER 99
CORE 154 – 155
DESK ACCESSORIES 178 – 179
DESTINATION 22 – 23
DINE  102 – 103
DRY WIPE BOARD 225
EARL 26
ELE 116
ELEGANCE 53
ELIOS 88 – 89
EVOLVE 118
FABRICKS 180 – 182
FAMIGLIA 44 – 45
FILING CABINETS BY BISLEY 201
FIRE RESISTANT  
SECURITY PRODUCTS  219
FLIP TOP 72 – 73

FOCUS BOOTH 52
FOUR ME 35
FOUR REAL FLAKE 74
FRAMLESS ACOUSTIC  
NOTICEBOARDS 222
FREEFLEX 119
FULCRUM 56 – 57
FULCRUM 90 – 91
FULCRUM 148
FULCRUM CE 149
FULCRUM PRO 12 – 13
HARLEY PIVOT  72 – 73
HARVEY 134
HAVEN PODS 50 – 51
HERBIE 47
HEXAD 36 – 37
HIRISE 160 – 161
HISTORE LITE 192
HITABLE 104 – 105
INDUSTRIAL 132
JINX 27
JONNY 98
KITE TABLES 76 – 77
LIGNI 60 – 63
LOITER 32 – 33
METEOR 131
METEOR MESH 131
MINDY 97
MORK 96
MOTE 24 – 25
MULTI-PURPOSE SHELVING 210 – 211
OPEN 20 – 21
ORTHOPAEDICA 136 – 139
OT BENCH 168 – 172
OT BISTRO 112
OT BISTRO PLUS 113
OT BOARDROOM 92
OT CANTILEVER 174 – 175
OT CLASSIC 28 – 29
OT DESIGNER 86 – 87

OT DESIGNER CANTILEVER 84 – 85
OT ESSENTIALS 196 – 199
OT EXECUTIVE 133
OT HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE  172 – 173
OT MEETING TABLES 68 – 69
OT MULTI-PURPOSE 94
OT MULTI-PURPOSE MESH 95
OT PANEL END 176 – 177
OT POSTURE 142
OT POSTURE DELUXE 141
OT POSTURE PETITE 143
OT POSTURE ULTRA 140
OT STORAGE 194 – 195
OT TUB 30
OT UNIT 31
OT11 122
OT2 128
OT2 MESH 130
OT2XL 129
OT3 127
OT4+ 126
OT6 125
OT7 124
OT8 123
OUSBY 120
PAILO 75
PAILO 146 – 147
PILA 93
PINNACLE 102 – 103
PRINTER HUB 215
RAPT 117
REVELATION TABLES 70 – 71
RIVA 111
SCREEND 40 – 41
SECURITY PRODUCTS  216 – 218
SERIES 90 212
SGL & GLOSS LAMINATE 
DOOR LOCKERS 207
SHIELD GLAZED DISPLAY CABINETS 224

SILTA 106
SORTING SYSTEMS 213
SPECIALIST LOCKERS 204 – 206
STEEL LOCKERS  208 – 209
TAMPERPROOF 222
TOMMO 107
TONINA 110
TROLLEYS 214
WORKWALL 193
WRITEON GLASS  223
WRITEON REVOLVING 224
X-RANGE 64 – 65
X-RANGE 162 – 167
X-RANGE  14 – 15

INDEX INDEX
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Find out more at www.otinteriorsteam.co.uk
or call us on 01952 685 333

Furniture Supply 

Design & Planning 

Project Management 

Fit-Out & Refurbishment  

Move Management 

Furniture Recycling  

Property Maintenance


